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ABSTRACT 

 

 

ANALYZING THE PROFIT EFFICIENCY OF THE TURKISH BANKING 

SECTOR AFTER THE BRSA RESTRUCTURING PROGRAM IN 2001: AN 

EMPIRICAL STUDY USING STOCHASTIC FRONTIER APPROACH 

BETWEEN THE YEARS OF 2002-2009 

 

 

 

Hatunoğlu, Hande  

M.S. Department of Economics 

Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Elif Akbostancı 

January 2012, 116 pages 

 

 

 

 

This thesis analyzes the profit efficiency of the Turkish banking sector after the 

restructuring program by using Stochastic Frontier Approach. 28 banks are 

included in the analysis and the data belongs to the period 2002-2009. Profit 

efficiency scores of 28 banks are estimated by SFA. When the efficiency scores 

are analyzed according to the ownership status, profit efficiency scores of the 

state owned banks are found higher than other bank groups. Moreover, 

according to the asset size, large scale banks’ profit efficiency scores are found 

to be higher than the medium and small scale banks.  

 

Keywords: Profit Efficiency, SFA, Restructuring Program 
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ÖZ 

 

 

2001 YILI BDDK YENİDEN YAPILANDIRMA PROGRAMI SONRASINDA 

TÜRK BANKACILIK SEKTÖRÜNÜN KAR ETKİNLİĞİNİN 

İNCELENMESİ: 2002-2009 YILLARI STOKASTİK SINIR YAKLAŞIMI 

KULLANILARAK YAPILAN EMPİRİK ÇALIŞMA 

 

 

 

 

Hatunoğlu, Hande  

Yüksek Lisans, İktisat Bölümü 

Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Elif Akbostancı 

Ocak 2012, 116 pages 

 

 

 

 

Bu tezin amacı yeniden yapılanma programı sonrasında Türk bankacılık 

sektörünün kar etkinliğini Stokastik Sınır Analizi kullanarak analiz etmektir. 

Analize 28 banka dahil edilmiştir ve 2002-2009 dönemine ait veriler 

kullanılmıştır. 28 bankanın kar etkinlik skorları Stokastik Sınır Analizi ile 

tahmin edilmiştir. Sahiplik durumuna göre bakıldığında, kamu bankalarının 

etkinlik skorlarının diğer banka gruplarına göre daha yüksek olduğu 

bulunmuştur. Ek olarak, banka varlık büyüklüğüne göre inceleme yapıldığında, 

büyük ölçekli bankaların kar etkinlik skorları orta ve küçük ölçekli bankaların 

kar etkinlik skorlarından daha yüksek bulunmuştur.  

 

Keywords: Kar etkinliği, Stokastik Sınır Analizi, Bankacılık Yeniden 

Yapılandırma Programı 
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CHAPTER I 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Starting with the liberalization program in 1980 Turkish banking sector has 

undergone significant changes. The banking sector which has operated until 

recently in an unstable macroeconomic environment has gone through number 

of crises due to the vulnerability of its structure. Turkish banking sector has 

been exposed to the worst crisis throughout the history of Turkish banking 

sector in November 2000 and February 2001. For this reason the necessity of 

the restructuring was inevitable, so for the first time "Banking Sector 

Restructuring Program” was issued in May 2001.  

 

Banking Sector Restructuring Program which was publicly announced on 15 

May 2001 is intended to overcome ongoing structural problems in the Turkish 

banking system. Main objectives of this program are to strengthen the financial 

and operational structure of the banking system and to create sustainable 

efficiency and competition in the system. Within the framework of the new 

program, the sector’s profitability and efficiency issues which have not been 

emphasized before were considered as major missions.  

 

In conjunction with the restructuring program implemented after the 2001 

crisis, policies were developed for the solution of the problems causing crisis, 

the durability of the system to the crisis was increased and the system was 

restructured from the operational perspective. As a result of the precautions 

taken after the crisis, the sector has experienced a rapid recovery. While the 

negative effects of state banks on the system were disappearing, all the banks' 

balance sheet structures strengthened. The number of bank branches and 
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personnel number which declined seriously with the crisis showed a regular 

growth trend in the following years. In the post crisis period total loans showed 

rapid increase in the balance sheets, as the industry returned to the intermediary 

role which was its basic function. In addition, swift increases in the ratio of 

retail loans over total loans were observed. Despite the power of credit 

expansion, the sharp decline in the ratio of non-performing loans over gross 

loans has revealed that credit growth has a healthy structure. Thus in the post-

crisis period, the sector's contribution to economic growth through loans 

increased and financial deepening strengthened. The equities and the 

profitability of the sector showed continuous growth in the post crisis period.  

In the mentioned period the deposit and credit interest rates declined lowering 

especially the burden on the credit customers (From Crisis to Stability BRSA 

Report, 2009). 

  

Compared with the other European countries Turkey was relatively less 

affected from the global financial crisis in 2008 which influenced the 

economies globally. However, Turkish economy contracted 6.2 % in the last 

quarter of 2008 and 4.8 % at the end of 2009. Moreover, the rate of increase in 

assets and deposits in 2009 decreased as compared to the previous year. 

Similarly, the ratio of deposits over loans declined in 2009 as compared to 

2008. Contrary to the deterioration in the mentioned ratios, Turkish banking 

sector profitability has shown a positive performance in 2009. The total net 

profit of the sector was realized as 20.1 billion TL in 2009. There are various 

views about how the mentioned profit is materialized. Some economists argue 

that banks provide high returns from the securities portfolio due to the fall in 

the interest rates. They believe that these profits are artificial and sector will 

not achieve sustainable profits in the following years. On the other hand, 

banks’ managers state that these profits were achieved by the real banking 

transactions rather than the returns of the state bonds and they also claim that 

the high level of profits were used to strengthen the capital structure of the 

banks without deployment of dividends despite the high profitability. 

http://www.zargan.com/sozluk.asp?Sozcuk=deterioration&OneriSira=1&OneriDil=2&Bulunamayan=deterioritaion&MiliSeconds=125
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Nonetheless, compared to the previous crisis Turkish banking sector is affected 

modestly from the global financial crisis and the common opinion in the sector 

is that this is the success of the Restructuring Program. In this study the profit 

performance of the banking sector after 2001 Restructuring Program is studied. 

 

In the literature efficiency and productivity analysis are used in assessing the 

performance of the banks. Definition of efficiency shows variation in the 

literature; different efficiency definitions such as x-efficiency, technical 

efficiency, productive efficiency, scale efficiency, price efficiency, cost 

efficiency, profit efficiency have been used in various studies. In this thesis, the 

banks will be analyzed using the profit efficiency concept for the period 2002-

2009. Reviewing the literature revealed that cost efficiency and profit 

efficiency definitions are the most commonly used concepts in the efficiency 

and productivity analysis. Whether cost efficiency or profit efficiency concept 

is more useful in evaluating the overall performance of the banks is open to 

discussion. Işık and Hassan (2002b) state that managers not only focus on 

decreasing the marginal costs but they also prefer to increase the marginal 

revenue. Profit efficiency measures how much the firms profit fall below the 

profit of the most successful firm. Kasman and Yıldırım (2006) also claim that 

profit efficiency is a wider concept than the cost efficiency since it not only 

includes the costs but also the revenue side. Reviewing the literature, it is seen 

that profit efficiency model is favorable than the other models, since it focuses 

on a more important economic goal such as profit maximization. Moreover, 

reviewing the relevant developments about profitability of the banking sector 

will improve the understanding of future profitability performance of the 

sector.  

 

There are various efficiency and productivity studies in the literature for the 

Turkish banking sector. In this thesis the profit efficiency of the Turkish 

banking sector during the period 2002-2009 will be analyzed by using 

Stochastic Frontier Approach. This approach is used in some other studies in 
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the literature; however this thesis differs from the other studies in terms of the 

analysis period. For instance, Işık and Hassan (2002b) analyze the profit 

efficiency for the years of 1988, 1992 and 1996 using Stochastic Frontier 

Approach and they evaluate the efficiency scores regarding the ownership 

status. In the mentioned study, the analysis focuses on a 9 year period but only 

3 years are selected as sample years and efficiency scores are evaluated only 

for these 3 years. In this thesis, all the years between the period 2002-2009 are 

included in the analysis and efficiency scores are calculated for every year. 

Moreover, this study updates the scope of efficiency studies since the profit 

efficiency of the sector after the restructuring program is analyzed. Öncü and 

Aktaş (2007) and Bumin (2008) analyze the period after the 2001 crisis as well. 

But Öncü and Aktaş (2007) focus on the productivity of the sector between 

2001 and 2005, not productivity. On the other hand Bumin (2008) analyzes the 

profit efficiency of the sector between the years 2002-2008 using ratio analysis. 

Therefore, novelty of the current study comes not only from the scope of the 

analysis but also from the method used.  

 

This thesis aims to make an efficiency analysis of the Turkish banking sector 

profitability. The study consists of data covering 28 banks which operate 

between the years 2002-2009 in the Turkish banking sector. Only the banks 

which operate every year between the years of 2002-2009 are included in the 

analysis. The translog function is used in the study and the mentioned model is 

predicted by stochastic frontier approach. The output variables used in the 

study are listed as total deposits, total loans, other earning assets and financial 

equity. Moreover, three price variables are used in the study: price of labor, 

price of physical capital and price of financial capital.  

 

In the second chapter of the thesis, different efficiency concepts are discussed 

and their measurement techniques are explained in detail. Also, the stochastic 

frontier approach is defined and compared to other measurement techniques.  
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In the third chapter, literature on efficiency and productivity analysis are 

reviewed. In this part, studies of Turkish banking sector and foreign banking 

sector using alternative efficiency concepts, and estimation methods are 

summarized. A brief discussion of the reviewed literature concludes this part.  

 

In the fourth chapter of the thesis, developments in the Turkish banking sector 

are summarized and the Banking Sector Restructuring Program is explained. 

Moreover, economic indicators of the sector are illustrated by using the data of 

28 banks.  

 

Empirical analysis forms the fifth chapter of the thesis. Firstly, the data and the 

variables which are used in the study are explained. Secondly, the construction 

of the model is illustrated in detail. Consequently, commentary about the profit 

efficiency scores according to the banks’ ownership status and the size of asset 

takes place as the last part of the analysis. Finally chapter six concludes the 

study. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

 

In the first part of this chapter, we supply information about concepts like 

efficiency and productivity. Also, the efficiency components and measurement 

methods used to estimate the efficiency and the productivity within the 

framework of these concepts are discussed. The further part of the chapter 

covers the stochastic frontier approach in detail.  

2.1 The Concepts of Efficiency and Productivity  

The concept of efficiency may be sometimes substituted with those of 

productivity in the literature, although they have different meanings. To clarify 

the meaning of efficiency, one has to go through different sources which prove 

the basis of efficiency. 

 

“When one talks about the efficiency of a firm, one usually means its success 

in producing as large as possible output from a given set of inputs” (Farrell, 

1957: 254). 

 

To acquire an efficient production process within the framework of current 

technology and the technological change; one has to follow the path of 

reaching its goal by either using the certain input combination in order to gain a 

maximum amount of output or producing a certain output combination by 

using the least input combination (Çıngı and Tarım, 2000).  

 

To turn from efficiency to productivity; the productivity can be calculated by 

setting a ratio of a product- which is fabricated by a firm in accordance with 

the production policy- over the resources during the production process of the 
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same firm. Both output and input qualifications pose different characteristics 

which makes this calculation tough. The assessment of the productivity 

becomes complicated recently from the reason that firms using a number of 

different resources and produce various outputs. Moreover, the differences in 

terms of units being used in the process make the calculation even more 

sophisticated (Çolak and Altan, 2002). 

 

Rivest (1991) takes the productivity matter on the basis that the relation 

between the goods that are produced and the services that are presented, 

together with the relation between the sources that are allocated for the 

production of both goods and services. This relationship is represented as a 

ratio which shows the connection between the factors of production during the 

production process (Özgür, 2002). 

2.2. The Measurement of Efficiency and Productivity 

Efficiency measurement implementation traditionally is made with the 

assumption that the production frontier or the efficient production function is 

already known. The performance of the firms that are observed is compared 

with the standard of absolute efficiency. If the theoretical production functions 

are exactly specified, then they can be used as a standard of absolute efficiency 

(Çıngı and Tarım, 2001). 

 

The exact efficiency is represented by the curve in Figure 1. Perfect efficiency 

is attained by all the points along the curved line. It is impossible to observe a 

decision making unit outside the frontier, because the outside of the frontier is 

not included in the production possibility set. The closeness of the decision 

making unit to the production frontier is evaluated during the comparison of 

technical efficiency of the decision making units between each other. Those 

points which remain inside the efficiency frontier are interpreted with respect 

to the closeness of the position to the production frontier. As it can be seen in 
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the Figure 1, point a has a higher technical efficiency score compared to point 

c (Borluk, 2008). 

 
 

 

 
 

 

The term of productivity can also be explained by referring to Figure 2. In a 

single input and output model, the slope of the line that start from origin and 

pass through the point that represent the decision making unit shows the 

productivity score of the decision making unit. There are 3 decision making 

units which are denoted as A, B and C in Figure 2. If A and B is compared with 

regard to their productivity; it is concluded that decision making unit A is more 

Input 

Output 

A B 

C 

Output 

Input 

a 

b 

c 
d 

Figure 1: Efficiency Illustration Using Production Possibility Set 

Figure 2: The Illustration of the Term of “Productivity” 
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productive with respect to decision making unit B provided that  decision 

making unit A has the same output level as decision making unit B by using a 

lower level of input. By the same token, the slope of the line which passes 

through both input-output level of the decision making unit and the origin 

determines the productivity. If the slope of the line turns steeper, it means that 

the productivity increases or vice versa (Borluk, 2008). 

 

 
 

 

 

In Figure 3 both efficiency and productivity terms are explained. There are 2 

decision making units in Figure 3. Technical efficiency at point E is higher 

when it is compared to point V, since point E is on the production frontier. 

However, point V has a higher productivity ratio compared to point E, once the 

slope of the line that passes from point V is higher than the slope of the line 

that passes from point E. As a result, a decision making unit can have lower 

efficient score than the other units, whereas it can be more productive 

compared to other decision making units. Moreover, a decision making unit 

can have lower productivity score whereas it can be more efficient compared to 

other decision making units. 

Input 

Output 

(0,0) E 

V 

Figure 3: The Comparison of Efficiency and Productivity 
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2.3. The Components of Efficiency  

There is a wide literature about the efficiency and the productivity analysis. 

Different efficiency concepts are used in the literature. We will try to review 

the existing efficiency concepts in the following part.   

2.3.1 X-Efficiency 

In the frontier efficiency approach, first the most efficient frontier is 

determined. Falling apart from the frontier for such reasons as errors, delays in 

production plans and uncertainties is labeled as x inefficiencies (Staverek, 

2003). The x efficiency concept is introduced by Farrell (1957) and Leibenstein 

(1966) for the first time. Farrell (1957) opens up the economic efficiency term 

as “technical efficiency” and “price (allocative) efficiency”. He analyzes the 

relative efficiency of a specific firm by comparing it to the most efficient firms. 

Leibenstein (1966) defines the economic efficiency in the same way as Farrell 

(1957). Leibenstein also states that x-efficiency can be regarded as a measure 

for the management quality. The first x-efficiency concept is based on the pure 

technical optimization.  

 

The x efficiency analysis can be used in examining the effects of deregulation, 

mergers and formation of the market structure to the firm efficiency. It can also 

be used to improve managerial performance of the firms by comparing the 

practices of the firms to the most or least efficient ones.  

 

There are also some primary concepts of the x-efficiency such as cost, standard 

profit and alternative profit efficiencies. These concepts are all based on 

economic optimization. 

 

Before reviewing the other efficiency concepts, the productive efficiency 

concept and the relationship between the productive efficiency and the other 

efficiency terms will be examined.  
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2.3.2 Productive Efficiency 

The term productive efficiency reveals the degree of success as allocating the 

inputs and producing outputs to reach certain objectives. In the process of 

measuring the producer’s efficiency, the first item is to set the production 

objectives and subsequently, to certify their degrees of success. The objective 

of producers in a preliminary level may be as modest as to avoid waste, while 

acquiring the maximum outputs from a given set of inputs, allocating the least 

amount of inputs in the production of given outputs. At this stage, the notion of 

productive efficiency coincides with technical efficiency. Attaining a higher 

technical efficiency score is the main objective of the producers. As technical 

efficiency goes up to a higher level, the objective of producers becomes to 

produce the given outputs at a minimum cost, to use the given inputs  to 

maximize revenue and allocate both inputs and outputs to maximize profit.  

Therefore, productive efficiency coincides with economic efficiency, and the 

objective of the producers is to reach a high level of economic (cost, revenue or 

profit) efficiency (Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000). 

2.3.3. Technical Efficiency 

The technical efficiency evaluates the capacity of a firm in attaining the 

maximum output by using the relevant inputs. Koopmans (1951) states that a 

producer is technically efficient in the circumstance when it is impossible to 

produce more output, without using more input. The distance to a particular 

frontier is the key element while defining the productive efficiency, after the 

presentation of production of technology. The technical efficiency is essentially 

a physical concept that can be measured without referring to the price 

information and without having to impose a behavioral objective on producers. 

Whereas, cost, revenue and profit efficiency are the economic terms whose 

measurement can only be valid with the price information and the imposition 

of an agreeable behavioral objective on producers is needed (Kumbhakar and 

Lovell, 2000). 
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Zaim and Ertuğrul (1996) state that a producer is technically efficient if he is 

on the production possibilities frontier and a producer is technically inefficient 

if he is inside the production possibilities frontier. Çıngı and Tarım (2000) state 

that the technical efficiency is the result of a production of the maximum 

output level with the help of the usage of the input combination in a most 

convenient way. The graphical illustration of the technical efficiency is shown 

in Figure 4.  

 

 
Figure 4: Illustration of Technical Efficiency 

Source:Farrell (1957) 

 

In Figure 4, there is one firm, producing a single output, by using two factors 

of production such as x and y, under the constant returns to scale assumption. It 

is assumed that the efficient production is known, which means that by the help 

of the efficient production function, an efficient firm is able to anticipate the 

outputs based on the relevant inputs. The inputs of the two factors, per unit of 

output that is used by the firm is represented by point P. The different 

combinations of the two factors that an efficient firm can use during the 

production process are represented by the isoquant SS`. The point Q which is 

on the isoquant SS` uses the same input ratio as point P. This firm can produce 

the same output level as P by using a fraction OQ/OP as much of each factor. 

In other words, the firm can produce OP/OQ times as much output by using the 

same level of input as point P shows. Obviously, OQ/OP ratio shows us the 
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technical efficiency of the firm P. For a perfectly efficient firm, the technical 

efficiency score will be equal to 1 or 100 per cent. On the other hand, this 

score, will be very low when the amount of input per unit of output is very 

high. If the slope of the isoquant SS` is negative, this implies that an increase in 

the input per unit of output will, ceteris paribus, lead to a decrease in the 

technical efficiency score (Farrell, 1957).  

2.3.4. Price Efficiency (Allocative Efficiency) 

Price efficiency or allocative efficiency which has similar meanings is an 

important subject, if the input factor costs are defined. A producer who is 

technically and structurally efficient is also price efficient, provided that he 

makes production at the point on the production possibility curve. The place of 

the economically efficient point on the production possibilities frontier will be 

defined by both the prices that the consumer faces and the consumer’s 

behavioral purposes. The technical and structural efficiency concepts are 

independent from the consumer’s behavioral purposes. This means that a 

producer can be technically and structurally efficient free from the behavioral 

purposes of the consumer. However, price efficiency is completely dependent 

to the behavioral purposes. Various behavioral purposes can be obtained on the 

different points alongside with the production possibilities frontier (Zaim and 

Ertuğrul, 1996). 

 

When the price of the inputs is taken into consideration, one may raise a 

question, whether the firm uses its factors of production in the best proportions 

or not. In Figure 4, the slope of the AA` line is equal to the ratio of the prices 

of the two factors. The optimal point is Q`, since the isoquant and the price line 

AA` are tangent at Q`. The price efficiency- the cost of production at Q` in 

other words the technical efficiency at Q- can be defined as a fraction of 

OR/OQ of the cost of production at Q. From a different point of view, if the 

firm changes its input proportions and decides to have the same proportion as 

point Q`, then the production costs will decrease by a factor of OR/OQ ,while 
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keeping the technical efficiency constant. Consequently, this ratio can be 

named as the price efficiency of firm P too. The overall efficiency is defined as 

the product of the technical and the price efficiencies. If the observed firm is 

perfectly efficient in terms of technical and price efficiency, then the overall 

efficiency will be equal to OR/OP (Farrell, 1957). 

 

Allocative efficiency occurs at the point where isocost line of the decision 

making unit is tangent to the isoquant curve. In the figure mentioned above, 

there are many isoquant lines but only one of them is tangent to the isocost 

line. The input combination at the tangency point is an allocative efficiency 

combination. Any other combinations are allocative inefficient (Borluk, 2008). 

2.3.5. Scale Efficiency  

Alongside with the technical efficiency, another performance measure is the 

distance to the most productive scale. This concept can be named as scale 

efficiency. Indicating a total output level that makes the highest contribution to 

the cost minimization plays an important role in increasing efficiency for any 

decision making unit (Kıllı, 2004). 

 

 

In Figure 5, both decision making units M and C are scale efficient. But M 

decision making unit is not technically efficient alike C decision making unit. 

As it can be seen from the figure, A, B and D decision making units are 

A  

B 

C 

D  

Input 

Output 

C= The most 

productive scale 

size  

M 

Optimum 

Figure 5: Illustration of Scale Efficiency 
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technically efficient but they are not scale efficient. Decision making unit M is 

scale efficient although it is technically inefficient. In order to overcome this 

situation, decision making unit M should reach the output level of C by using 

the same input combination as C decision making unit uses. This can be 

materialized provided that there is an increase in productivity. The relationship 

between efficiency and productivity should be taken into consideration again, 

in order to discuss “the most productive scale” concept (Borluk, 2008). 

 

 
 

 

In Figure 6 all of 4 decision making units are technically efficient because are 

placed on the efficient frontier. However, during the comparison between these 

4 decision making units, it is visible that they line up along the curve in such a 

way that the one which has the least productivity is placed at the bottom and 

the one with the highest productivity remains at the top. In fact, the line up is 

C, D, B and A. So C has the highest productivity among A, B, and D which are 

all technically efficient. Decision making units, A, B and D must move towards 

to the decision making C unit along the efficient frontier, in order to increase 

their productivity. For instance, decision making unit A, may increase its 

productivity with the advantageous scale size while approaching to decision 

A  

B 

C 

D  

Input 

Output 

Optimum 

Figure 6: Illustration of Technical Efficiency 
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making unit B along the frontier, under the condition that it preserves its 

technical efficiency (Borluk, 2008). Banker has defined point C which is on the 

efficient frontier as the “the most productive scale size” (Banker, 1984). 

 

The input combination that decision making unit C uses shows the optimum 

scale. Sometimes, the decision making units along the efficient frontier do not 

operate at optimum scale, even though they are technically efficient. For 

instance, decision making unit B is on the efficient frontier, but it does not 

operate at the optimum scale size. When decision making unit B increases its 

scale while keeping its technical efficiency constant, the productivity of the 

decision making unit will increase. This situation can be named as increasing 

returns to scale. In the same way, decreasing returns to scale can be defined as 

the increase in the productivity as a result of scaling down while keeping the 

technical efficiency constant (Çıngı and Tarım, 2000). 

2.3.6. Cost Efficiency  

The term of cost efficiency covers both technical and allocative measures 

which enables the firms to anticipate what their actual cost is with regards to 

the ideal level of practice which is to produce the same output under 

comparable conditions (Kasman and Yıldırım, 2006). 

 

Cost efficiency can be derived from a cost function where variable cost 

depends on several factors such as prices of variable inputs (w), the quantities 

of variable outputs (y) and any fixed inputs and outputs (z), environmental 

factors (v), random error ( C )  and efficiency ( Cu ). 

  

(1) 

The inefficiency term Cu  , includes both allocative inefficiency from not acting 

optimally to relative price of inputs w and technical inefficiency from using 

abundant inputs in order to produce y. The random error and inefficiency 

( , , , , , )C CC C w y z v u 
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component can be multiplicatively separable from the rest of the cost function, 

so that taking the logarithm of both sides, we obtain:  

ln ( , , , ) ln lnC CC f w y z v u          (2) 

 ln lnC Cu   term is a composed error term and there are various x-efficiency 

measurement techniques that identify the inefficiency term and the random 

error separately.  

 

The cost efficiency of bank b is:  

min
min ˆ ˆexp ( , , , ) exp lnˆ

ˆ ˆ ˆexp[ ( , , , )] exp ln

b b b b

Cb

b b b b b b

C

f w y z v uC
Cost EFF

C f w y z v u

       
   

  

                  
minˆ

ˆ
C

b

C

u

u
       (3)  

     

where, minˆ
Cu  represents the minimum ˆb

Cu  among all banks in the sample. If the 

cost efficiency value is 0.70, then the firm is 70 percent efficient and it wastes 

30 percent of its costs when it is compared to a best practice firm. The set of 

values that cost efficiency can take is (0,1]. If the cost efficiency takes a value 

of 1, then the firm is a best practice firm (Berger and Mester, 1997). 

2.3.7. Standard Profit Efficiency  

Standard profit efficiency measures how close a firm is to producing the 

maximum possible profit given a particular level of input prices and output 

prices (and other variables). In the profit function, output prices are taken as 

exogeneous; meanwhile the inefficiencies in the choice of output may be 

situated as a result of the response to the price or any other argument in the 

profit function. The standard profit function in the logarithmic form may be 

expressed as:   

ln( ) ( , , , ) ln lnf w p z v u       .  (4) 

In this equation,   represents the variable profits of the firm. As the natural 

logarithm to take a positive value, the constant term (teta) is added to every 
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firm’s profit. P represents the vector of prices of the variable outputs. Random 

error component is ln   and the inefficiency term is lnu .  

Standard profit efficiency can be represented as; 

Std    EFF
b
= 

max

ˆ

ˆ

b


 

 

                    
 
 max

ˆ ˆexp[ ( , , , )] exp[ln ]

ˆ ˆexp[ ( , , , )] exp[ln ]

b b b b b

b b b b

f w p z v u

f w p z v u









 


 
  (5) 

Where ̂ b
 shows the predicted actual profits, max̂  shows the predicted 

maximum profits that could be gained if the firm performs as the best firm in 

the sample, net of random error. In this ratio,  maxû  shows the maximum value 

of ˆbu
 in the sample. 

 

To give a numerical example, if the standard profit efficiency is 0.70, this 

shows that the firm is losing 30 percent of its profits either from excessive 

costs or deficient revenues, or both. If the standard profit efficiency ratio is 1, 

this indicates that the firm is the best practice firm. The cost efficiency can not 

be negative as it is mentioned in the previous parts, whereas the profit 

efficiency can take negative values since the firms can give away even more 

than their potential profits (Berger and Mester, 1997). 

2.3.8. Alternative Profit Efficiency  

Since the assumptions regarding the cost and standard profit efficiency do not 

coincide with each other, a new concept named as alternative profit efficiency 

is introduced. The alternative profit efficiency is measured by the score a firm 

makes by examining how far it is away from the maximum level of profit given 

its output levels rather than output prices. The same dependent variable is used 

in the alternative profit efficiency as in the standard profit efficiency. The 

exogeneous variables in the alternative profit functions are the same 

exogeneous variables that are used in the cost function.  In the standard profit 
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function, the inefficiencies are represented by the deviations from the optimal 

output, whereas in the alternative profit efficiency the variable output is fixed 

as in the cost function, so that the output price can change and affect the profit 

levels. The logarithmic form of the alternative profit function is shown below:  

ln( ) ( , , , ) ln lna af w y z v u                   (6)  

It is identical to the standard profit function in equation 5. The only difference 

between the two functions is that the output level y is replaced with the price 

(p) in the function f. The ratio of predicted actual profits to the predicted 

maximum profits for the best practice banks is defined as the alternative profit 

efficiency: 

Alt   EFF
b
= 

max

ˆ

ˆ

ba

a





  
 

  

  

                             
 
 max

ˆ ˆexp[ ( , , , )] exp[ln ]

ˆ ˆexp[ ( , , , )] exp[ln ]

b b b b b

a

b b b b

a

f w y z v u

f w y z v u









 


 
     (7)

 

 

In equation 7, it is recorded that efficiency values may vary with the output 

prices. In case the output quantities are not correctly chosen, it does not affect 

the alternative profit efficiency with the exception that the point of evaluation 

ˆ ( , , , )b b b bf w y z v   to the extent that the best practice bank is not operating at the 

same ( , , , )w y z v  as bank b (Berger and Mester, 1997). 

2.4. The Reasons for Analyzing Profit Efficiency 

In the course of the analysis which deals with the performance of production 

units, it is important that the resources have to pick up the right economical 

efficiency concepts. In fact the initial decision is totally related to the objective 

of the study or the question to be worked out.  A basic decision in the process 

of measuring the financial institution efficiency should be the choice of the 

concept to be used in the analysis. This is inevitably related to the question 

being handled. 
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Berger and Humphrey (1997) noted that the efficiency and productivity 

researches in banking handled the cost function more widely whereas the 

revenue side has not been given equal importance. Recently it is witnessed that 

the profit based approaches in banking is gaining more significance. 

 

In the literature, the relevant studies about developing economies are few in 

number and their findings are contradictionary. They have mainly concentrated 

on the estimation of either technical efficiency, total factor productivity or cost 

efficiency of banks based on their production and cost functions. In the 

banking literature, it is predominantly debated that the profit maximization 

under certain circumstances will be far better specified than cost minimization. 

Profit efficiency measures how much the firms’ profit falls below the profit of 

the most successful practice firm. It is a wider concept than the cost efficiency 

as it covers both costs and revenues in the measurement of efficiency. The 

available empirical evidence however has proven that profit efficiency is 

quantitatively more important than cost efficiency which implies that the most 

important inefficiencies are on the revenue side: either related to the choice of 

a composition of production that is not the most convenient given the price of 

services or due to the establishment of an incorrect pricing policy (Kasman and 

Yıldırım, 2006).  

 

Moreover, as a result of the demand coming from the customer side, more 

profit efficient productions are needed in the banking sector in the short run. As 

a result when the competition is fully established, a large demand for banking 

services requires less cost efficient production and set up more opportunities to 

make profits (Işık and Hassan, 2002b).  

 

Işık and Hassan (2002b) stated that overall profit efficiency means that 

managements not only consider reducing a marginal dollar of cost but also 

increasing a marginal dollar of revenue. Also, they mention that profit 

efficiency has largely been a favorable model among researchers for evaluating 
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the overall performance of banks in recent years since it is based on the more 

agreeable economic goal of profit maximization.  

 

Especially after the restructuring program together with the structural changes, 

the profitability of the sector has increased. After the outbreak of global 

financial crisis at the end of 2008, Turkish banking sector experienced high 

profits in 2009 and as a result the profit efficiency of the sector has been 

questioned. In this study the profit performance of the Turkish banking sector 

after the restructuring program is analyzed by using the profit efficiency 

concept.  

2.5. The Reasons for Using Alternative Profit Function 

Formerly profit maximization objective is defined by two different 

specifications as “standard” and “alternative” profit functions. The standard 

profit function is based on the assumption that output markets are fully 

competitive so that banks are price takers in both output and input markets 

whereas the alternative profit specification assumes the bank may have some 

regulatory power in determining output prices. Hence, the standard profit 

function is specified as a function regarding input and output prices. On the 

other hand, the new approach to efficiency estimation, namely the alternative 

or non standard profit (AP) efficiency determines the profit function as a 

function of input prices and output quantities (Yıldırım and Philippatos, 2007). 

 

The alternative profit function is determined in terms of input prices and output 

quantities. In log form, the alternative profit function can be written as follows: 

ln( ) ( , ) ln lnb i k b ba f y p u e       (8) 
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In the above model,   represents the net profits of the bank; a represents the 

constant term which is added to every bank’s profit so that natural log of 

profits can be taken, since the minimum profits are generally negative.  

 

Berger and Mester (1997) stress that the alternative profit specification is 

preferred to standard profit specification when  

 

a) there are differences in the banking services qualities; 

b) markets are not perfectly competitive so that banks may have some 

market power in pricing their outputs; 

c) outputs are totally variable so that banks can not achieve every output 

scale and product mix; 

d) output prices are not available. 

 

The above mentioned characteristics are common for the Turkish banking 

sector. As a result, we prefer using the alternative profit efficiency, instead of 

standard profit efficiency in our analysis for measuring the profit efficiencies 

of Turkish commercial banks.  

2.6. Alternative Methods for Efficiency Analysis 

Separating inefficiencies from random error is the basic issue in frontier 

efficiency studies. The essential problem in measuring inefficiency is to 

separate authentic efficient behavior from the other random factors affecting 

cost or profit. There are three approaches for the measurement of efficiency in 

the literature which differs from each other based on the assumptions they 

make. These approaches can be listed as ratio analysis, parametric 

(econometric) and nonparametric (mathematical programming) approaches:  

 

a) Ratio analysis: It is the most commonly used method of measuring 

productivity compared to parametric methods and nonparametric methods. The 

implementation of this method is basically monitoring a ratio which is made 
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out of a single output over a single input within a certain period of time. There 

is a drawback of this method such as making a decision by looking at a single 

ratio and analyzing the efficiency of banks or branches is not possible for 

decision making units that contain a large number of inputs and outputs such as 

banking system (Inan, 2000). 

 

b) Parametric Approaches: It is assumed that there is a valid analytical 

production function. The parameters of the production function are estimated 

during the analysis. Parametric methods have a set of observations. The best 

performance in this set is assumed to be over the regression line (efficiency 

frontier). The observations that do not deviate from this frontier are defined as 

efficient and the observations that fail compared to the efficient ones are 

defined as inefficient. Obviously, there can be an efficiency frontier that no 

observation does exactly match (İnan, 2000). Parametric methods are 

advantageous compared to the other methods, due to the fact that there is a 

random error term in the models. The biggest difficulty while using parametric 

approaches is that how the random error term and the effectiveness will be 

distinguished from each other. To clarify this problem, the parametric 

approaches use different distribution assumptions. There are 3 parametric 

frontier approaches such as stochastic frontier approach (SFA), distribution 

free approach (DFA) and thick frontier approach (TFA) (Berger and 

Humphrey, 1997).  

 

Stochastic Frontier Approach can also be named as econometric frontier 

approach.  SFA specifies a functional form among the explained variables 

(cost, profit and production variables) and explanatory variables (input, output 

and environmental variables). There is a composed error term, in SFA. It is 

assumed that the inefficiencies in the composed error term have an asymmetric 

distribution namely as half-normal. At the same time, random errors have 

symmetric distribution and they are usually standard normally distributed 

(Berger and Humphrey, 1997).  
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In the Distribution Free Approach, a functional form is specified like in the 

other approaches. However, the distribution assumptions are not as strong as it 

is in SFA. The basic assumptions may be listed as; the efficiencies should be 

stable over time, the inefficiencies should be non-negatively distributed and the 

mean of the random error should tend to zero over time. DFA shows the 

deviation of a firm from the best observation rather than measuring the 

inefficiency of a firm in a certain point in time (Berger and Humphrey, 1997). 

 

Thick frontier approach specifies a priori functional form among the variables 

as in the previous approaches. But there are not distributional assumptions 

about the random error term and the inefficiencies.  A functional form is 

specified and it is assumed that random error is represented by the deviations 

from the predicted performance values within the highest and lowest 

performance quartiles of observations. The inefficiencies are formed by the 

difference between the predicted performance and the lowest and the highest 

quartiles (Berger and Humphrey, 1997).  

 

c) Nonparametric Approaches: It measures the distance to the efficiency 

frontier, using mathematical programming based methods that optimize the 

objective function under certain restrictive conditions. Data envelopment 

analysis (DEA) is a commonly used technique among the nonparametric 

approaches. The efficiency frontier is formed with the help of the best 

observation by using the linear programming technique in the data 

envelopment analysis. Also, the distance of all observations to this efficiency 

which is called the relative efficiency is measured during the analysis (Caner 

and Kontorovich, 2004). The efficient observations take the value of 1 and the 

inefficient ones take a value smaller than 1. The difference between the 

efficiency scores of perfectly efficient decision making units and the inefficient 

decision making units shows that the same level of output can be obtained by 

using less input as an amount of difference between the efficiency scores (Kaya 

and Doğan, 2005). 
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Free disposal hull is a special version of data envelopment analysis. It is 

assumed that there is no substitution between the different points on the 

efficiency frontier. For this reason, these points are not included in the 

efficiency frontier (Berger and Humphrey, 1997).  

 

There is a wide literature about the efficiency analysis. There are almost an 

equal number of parametric and nonparametric researches. There is not an 

agreement among the researchers on which approach gives the precise results. 

It is accepted that the parametric approaches specify a priori functional form, 

this sometimes lead to the misspecification of the function. On the other hand, 

nonparametric approaches do not include a random error term in the model so 

that the measurement errors and the noise in the data can not be distinguished. 

For this reason, the data problems will affect the results of the analysis 

considerably. Berger and Humphrey (1997) who have the most comprehensive 

study among the efficiency studies analyze 122 researches. The efficiency in 

banking sector is taken up by using nonparametric approach in 69 studies and 

parametric approach in 60 studies. It is stated that the average efficiency levels 

were similar by using both approaches and the dispersion of the nonparametric 

approach studies are higher compared to the parametric approach studies 

(Berger and Humphrey, 1997). 

 

As it is stated in the Berger and Humphrey (1997) the efficiency scores are 

similar to each other when either parametric or nonparametric techniques are 

used.  Since parametric methods allow random error, they are successful at 

eliminating measurement errors. On the other hand, DEA which is a 

nonparametric method, random error does not take place in the model, so the 

method of measurement and the noise in the data can not be clarified, for this 

reason the problems about the data affects the results seriously. As a result, 

when parametric and non parametric techniques are compared, Stochastic 

Frontier Approach (SFA) which is a parametric technique will be used in this 

study.  
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2.7. Stochastic Frontier Approach 

The theoretical literature on productive efficiency which is started by 

Koopmans (1951), Debreu (1951) and Shephard (1953) affected the 

development of the stochastic frontier approach. Koopmans defines the 

technical efficiency as, a producer is technically efficient if, and only if, he is 

not able to produce extra amount of any output, without producing less amount 

of some output or using an extra amount of some input. In order to model the 

multiple output technology Debreu and Shephard define the distance functions 

for evaluating the radial distance of a producer from a frontier. Based on the 

Koopman’s and Debreu’s work, Farrell (1957) measures the productive 

efficiency empirically. He decomposes cost efficiency into two components 

such as technical efficiency and allocative efficiency. Drawing inspirations 

from Farrell (1957), Charnes, Cooper and Rhodes (1978) introduced a non 

parametric method named Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) for measuring 

the inefficiencies. Since DEA is a nonparametric technique, an error term 

which contains the effects of the changes that will affect the production plans 

randomly is not included in the model. An alternative approach to DEA, a 

parametric approach named Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) is developed 

which includes an error term (Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000). 

 

The development of SFA begins with the following papers; Aigner and Chu 

(1968), Seitz (1971), Timmer (1971), Afriat (1972) and Richmond (1974). In 

all of these papers, a deterministic production frontier is estimated either using 

linear programming techniques or using modified least squares techniques with 

nonpositive residuals (Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000). 

 

Aigner and Chu (1968), Afriat (1972) and Richmond (1974) assume a function 

which gives maximum possible output from a given set of inputs. The 

production function for the i-th firm is  yi=f(xi ;  ). Here, yi shows the 

maximum amount of output that is gained by xi input. xi shows the vector of 
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(nonstochastic) inputs. Lastly,   shows the unknown parameter vector which 

will be estimated (Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000).  

 

Aigner and Chu (1968) use a cross section data belonging to n firms within a 

given industry. They estimated the unknown parameter   by mathematical 

programming techniques. They construct a model such that the output 

observations never exceed the corresponding value on the production function. 

Also, it is assumed that the deviations of output observations from production 

function occur as a result of the technical inefficiency of a firm. The problem 

can be represented as: 

Min 
1

y =f(x  ;  )
n

i i

i




  subject to yi f(xi ; )  (10) 

This problem will be a linear programming problem if f(xi ;  ) is linear in  . It 

can also be represented as:  

           Min  
2

1

y f(x  ;  )
n

i i

i




  subject to yi f(xi ; ) (11) 

This problem will be a quadratic programming problem if f(xi ; ) is linear  

(Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt, 1977). 

 

Afriat (1972) states that the production function f(x) together with a probability 

distribution ( )e  of efficiency is constructed so that the derived efficiencies 

ei = yi / f(x i) have maximum likelihood. He also claims that ( )e  has a beta 

distribution and  ln( )e   has a gamma distribution in log-linear models 

(Kumbhakar and Lovell, 2000). 

 

One disadvantage of this approach is that it is sensitive to outliers. Timmer 

(1971) develops probabilistic frontiers in order to overcome this drawback. 

These frontiers are also estimated by the same mathematical programming 

techniques used by Aigner and Chu (1968) (Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt, 

1977). 
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Unfortunately, in mathematical programming techniques, the estimates do not 

have statistical properties. To give a statistical basis, Schmidt (1976) includes a 

one-sided error term into the model, and as a result the model becomes:  

yi=f(xi ; )+ i    I=1,…N, where i  0  (12) 

This model can be estimated with maximum likelihood estimation techniques. 

An important point is that if i  term has an exponential distribution, then linear 

programming techniques will be used. If the error term has half-normal 

distribution, then quadratic programming techniques will be used. The usage of 

these techniques is limited since the regulatory conditions for the application of 

maximum likelihood are violated. The  yi f(xi ;  ) inequality shows that the 

range of y variable depend on the parameters of f function. For this reason, the 

asymptotic distributions of parameter estimates can not be indicated by the 

help of the usual theorems (Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt, 1977). 

 

Aigner, Amemiya and Poirier (1976) recommend a more rational error 

structure compared to previously one-sided error terms. The error term 

includes both positive and negative truncated normal random variables. It is 

assumed that:  

* / (1 ), * 0, 1,...,

* / , * 0, 1,...,

i i

i

i i

if i N

if i N

  


  

    
  

   

 (13) 

where the error term *i  is independently normally distributed random 

variable with zero mean and 2 variance for 0 < 2  < 1 ; otherwise *i  has 

negative truncated normal distribution when   =1 and positive truncated 

normal distribution when  =0. The error term in this model includes two main 

components. First component is one sided ( 0i  ). The mentioned error 

component shows whether the firms use the best technology or not. The second 

component is the quantity of input or the measurement error in y and the 

mentioned error term is distributed symmetrically.   
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The parameter   measures the relative variability in the above mentioned two 

error sources. If the value of   is 1, full frontier function is represented. If the 

value of   is ½ then the average function is represented.  

 

An important contribution of this error model is that the placement of the fitted 

function and the usual parameters of interest through the parameter   can be 

estimated at the same time (Aigner, Lovell and Schmidt, 1977). 

 

As it is also known as the econometric approach, a main objective to form a 

functional relationship between the explained variables like cost, profit and 

production and explanatory variables like input, output and environmental 

issues. It also provides a place for error in the model. To certify the degree of 

involvement regarding the random error and inefficient frontier in the deviation 

of the observation helps the trustworthiness of the model. To separate these 

two random errors and inefficiency, an assumption about the method of 

distribution is necessary.  

 

SFA implements the composite error method, assuming that SFA possesses an 

asymmetrical distribution of the monitoring which is totally inefficient. That is 

the model with the error term is expressed as u . Here the u  term identifies the 

“inefficiencies” which has half-normal distribution.  The v  term symbolizes 

the error which coincides with the normal distribution. Since it includes a 

random error term in the model, SFA is preferred in this study. The efficiency 

of the Turkish banking sector is analyzed in this study and the inefficiencies 

can be distinguished by the random error component of the model. 

2.8. Evaluation of the Inputs and Outputs of the Banking Sector 

The most problematic and the disputed issue about measuring the efficiency of 

banking sector is to determine the inputs and outputs. The problem of 

uncertainty about the inputs and outputs emerges from the characteristic of the 

banking sector operations. First of all, banks do not produce physical outputs, 
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the banking services are the main output of the banks and measurement of the 

banking services is a very problematic issue.  Secondly, banks use high number 

of inputs and outputs. Finally, there are difficulties about defining the basic 

function of the banks. For these reasons, three different approaches developed 

in measuring the inputs and outputs of the banks. Namely, the production 

approach, the intermediation approach and the profitability approach. The basic 

definition of these approaches was first provided by Humphrey (1985). The 

production approach accepts banks as units that use capital, labor and other 

instruments as inputs and produce outputs such as deposits, loans, securities 

and other balance sheet items by using the mentioned inputs. The transactions 

number is taken into consideration in the measurement of deposits and loans in 

the production approach. The intermediation approach is based on the 

assumption that the main aim of the banks is to play an intermediary role 

between the lent funds and the borrowed funds. Similar to this assumption, 

intermediation approach accepts the deposits and other resources as banks’ 

inputs and loans and other assets as banks outputs. As a result this approach 

uses currency in the measurement of inputs and outputs rather than the 

transactions number (İnan, 2000). Profitability approach assumes that the main 

objective of the banks is to maximize its profits. In order to provide that, banks 

increase their incomes and decrease their costs. The input variable is the non- 

interest expenses and the output variables are net interest income and non- 

interest income in the profitability approach (Drake, 2009). Likewise most of 

the studies in the literature, the intermediation approach will be adopted in the 

analysis part of the thesis. 
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CHAPTER III 

 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

In this chapter, we review the existing literature on the efficiency and 

productivity analysis for the banking sector around the world. In the first part 

of this chapter, the efficiency analyses about some of the selected countries’ 

banking systems are presented. In the second part, cross country comparison 

analysis about the banking sector are dealt with. In the last part, efficiency and 

productivity analyses of the Turkish banking sector are reviewed. 

3.1. Individual Country Cases 

Ferrier and Lovell (1990) analyze the efficiency of cost structure of US 

banking sector by using both stochastic cost frontier and non stochastic cost 

frontier approaches. The main aim of the study is to compare the mathematical 

and linear programming techniques while measuring the cost efficiency. The 

sample used in this study consists of 575 banks in 1984. The number of deposit 

accounts, time deposit accounts, real estate loans, installment loans and 

commercial loans are input variables. The output variables are the number of 

total employees, the occupancy costs, expenditure on furniture, equipment and 

the expenditure on materials. The stochastic frontier results show that technical 

inefficiency raises cost by nearly 9 % on average and allocative inefficiency 

raises cost by 17 %. The non stochastic frontier results show that the cost of 

technical inefficiency is 16 % and the cost of allocative inefficiency is 5 % on 

average. Ferrier and Lovell also state that the most efficient banks belong to the 

smallest size class and this efficiency advantage enables them to compete 

despite the potential cost disadvantage they suffer due to the structure of 

efficient technology. 
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Elyasiani and Mehdian (1995) evaluate the productive efficiency of small and 

large banks in USA by using a flexible non-parametric approach. The main aim 

of the study is to indicate whether a relationship between the size and 

productive performance exist or not. Furthermore, the study investigates the 

effects of the crisis both for small and large banks. The analysis contains 150 

selected small banks and an equal number of mid-size and large banks in the 

period of 1979 and 1986. The input variables are large certificates, time and 

saving deposits, demand deposits, capital and labor. The output variables are 

investment, real estate, commercial, industrial and other loans. The results 

indicate that, under the hypothesis of identical frontiers for two groups; the 

efficiency scores for both groups are similar in 1979 but large banks become 

more efficient in 1986. On the other hand, under the hypothesis of 

differentiated frontiers; the small banks are more efficient in 1979, but in 1986 

both small and large group’s efficiency scores are similar. Elyasiani and 

Mehdian state that the small and large banks are affected differentially on the 

average and the small banks are affected differentially within the group by 

changes in the market conditions.  

 

DeYoung and Hassan (1998) identify the profit efficiency of 1579 US de novo 

banks
1
 between the years of 1980 and 1993. They classify relatively young 

banks into age groups and then they form a time path which shows the 

improvement of profit efficiency of banks in general. Finally, they compare the 

time path of young and older banks. There are 2 samples used in the study. 

First sample which is called “de-novo subsample” contains the banks that are 

established after 1979 and are not more than 14 years old. The second sample 

which is called “established bank subsample” contains banks that are older 

than 14 years. DeYoung and Hassan estimated econometric profit frontiers by 

using a Fourier Flexible nonstandard profit function regarding the years of 

                                                 

1
 A de novo bank is defined as a state member bank that has been in operation for five years or 

less (Chicago Federal Reserve Bank). 
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1988, 1990, 1992 and 1994. In the second part of the study, they state that the 

differences between de novo banks and established banks probably depend on 

some other characteristics in addition to the bank age. To shed light to this 

matter, they regress efficiency variable on a set of economic, regulatory, 

structural and financial variables using Tobit estimation techniques. Tobit 

regression results suggest that new affiliates of multi-bank holding companies 

are less profit efficient than independent de novo banks. Another finding of the 

study shows that those de novo national banks are less efficient than the state 

chartered de novo banks until they are 4 years old. The results of the study 

indicate that the profit efficiency of the average de novo bank increases over 

the next two years; however it is not as profit efficient as a similar-sized 

established bank until it is nine years old. Moreover, the results suggest that 

there is no statistically significant difference between the profit efficiencies of 

de novos and established banks during the time period of 9 to 14 years.  

 

Fukuyama (1993) examines the bank efficiency for 143 Japanese banks in 

1990. He applies non-parametric data envelopment analysis to measure the 

technical efficiency and the scale efficiency. The input variables are labor, 

capital and funds from customers. The output variables are revenue from loans 

and from other business activities. The results suggest that average technical 

efficiency for all banks is 0.86 and the scale efficiency is 0.98. Moreover, 

Fukuyama states that the majority of the financial institutions are operating at 

the range of decreasing returns to scale.  

 

Favero and Papi (1995) employ non-parametric data envelopment analysis on a 

cross section data of 174 Italian banks which operate in 1991. For the input-

output selection both the intermediation approach and the asset approach is 

adopted. Under the asset approach, the output variables are loans to other banks 

and non financial institutions, investment in securities and non interest income. 

The input variables are labor, capital, loanable funds including current accounts 

and saving deposits, net funds borrowed from other banks and financial capital. 
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Under intermediation approach, the average efficiency is 0.878 when there is 

constant returns to scale and 0.909 when there is variable returns to scale. 

Under the asset approach the average efficiency is 0.794 with constant returns 

to scale and 0.839 with variable returns to scale. Favero and Papi perform a 

regression analysis in order to discuss whether this scale inefficiency problem 

is statistically significant or not. Their results show that the scale inefficiency is 

statistically significant.  

 

Resti (1997) compares the econometric methods and the non parametric data 

envelopment analysis by using a panel data belonging to 270 Italian banks for 

the years 1988-1992. The input variables used in the study are the labor and 

capital. The output variables are loans net of nonperforming loans, deposits and 

non-interest income. The empirical results show that the results that are 

obtained both by using data envelopment analysis and stochastic frontier 

analysis are similar when the same data is used for both approaches. The 

differences arise as a result of the hypothesis of the model. The results report 

that variance of the efficiency scores is high. Also, these scores can change 

according to the location of the banks. Moreover, it is stated that there is a 

negative relationship between productive efficiency and asset quality. It is also 

asserted that efficiency of the Italian banking system did not improve in the 

period 1988-1992. 

 

Molyneux et al (2004) analyze the cost efficiency of Italian banks between the 

years of 1993-1996 which can also be defined as a post deregulation period. 

They use Fourier flexible stochastic cost frontier in order to measure the x-

efficiencies and economies of scale. The results of the study indicate that mean 

x-inefficiency level has a tendency to decrease over time regardless of their 

ownership status. Molyneux et al (2004) state that deregulation has a positive 

impact in improving the overall cost efficiency. Also, it is claimed that most 

efficient banks are generally large and medium sized banks. The study reveals 

the fact that there are significant economies of scale. In the last part of the 
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analysis, a logistic regression model is employed in order to indicate the factors 

that affect the bank’s efficiency. It is suggested that there is a negative 

correlation between inefficiency and capital; and a positive correlation between 

inefficiency and the level of non-performing loans. 

 

Maudos (1998) analyzes the relationship between the market structure and 

performance of the Spanish banking industry. Stochastic frontier approach is 

used in the study in order to estimate a frontier cost function. This paper also 

examines the sensitivity of the results of testing efficient structure hypothesis 

versus the collusion hypothesis using 3 alternative distributional assumptions 

for inefficiency such as half normal, normal truncated and the exponential 

model. There are two hypotheses in the literature; one of them is traditional 

collusion hypothesis which states that the market concentration lowers the cost 

of collusion between firms which leads to higher profits. The second one is the 

efficient structure hypothesis which proposes that the most efficient firms have 

higher profitability and market share which lead to a more concentrated 

market. The results of the analysis indicate that market concentration is 

insignificant in bank performance so that the traditional collusion hypothesis is 

rejected. Similar results as Timme Young (1991) and Berger (1995) are found 

in Maudos (1998) such that it is claimed that the efficiency is more important 

determinant of profitability rather than market concentration and market share.  

 

Kraft et al (2006) examines the relative efficiency of Croatia banking sector 

regarding to the ownership status between the years 1994-2000. They estimate 

cost efficiencies by employing a stochastic frontier cost function in Fourier 

flexible form. The results of the study suggest that newly formed private banks 

and privatized state banks are not as efficient as they are expected to be. The 

results also reveal that privatization does not have a significant impact in 

improving efficiency. Contrary to the widespread view, the fundamental 

determinant of profitability is a good management rather than improvement in 
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efficiency. Another finding of the study is that foreign banks have better cost 

efficiency scores compared to all categories of domestic banks. 

3.2. Cross-Country Comparisons 

Allen and Rai (1996) measure the input and output efficiency by estimating a 

global cost function for international banks. The data set consist of 194 banks 

in 15 countries. Two alternative econometric models are estimated in the study; 

the first one is stochastic cost frontier approach and the other is distribution 

free model. The results show that input x-inefficiencies outweigh the output 

inefficiencies. Moreover, it is stated in the study that countries are divided into 

two groups delineated by their regulatory environment. Large banks have the 

largest input inefficiency and the other banks has smaller x-inefficiency. Allen 

and Rai state that the inefficiencies are greater in France, Italy and the UK. On 

the other hand, the most efficient countries are Japan, Australia, Austria, 

Germany, Denmark, Sweden and Canada.  

 

Altunbas et al (2001) analyze the cost characteristics of European banking with 

a cross country comparison of the scale and x –inefficiencies. A Flexible 

Fourier functional form and stochastic cost frontier approach are used for 

evaluating the scale and x-inefficiencies as well as technical change. The data 

belongs to 15 European banking markets between 1989-1997. The results 

suggest that banks can increase their cost savings by decreasing their 

managerial costs regardless of their size. Altunbaş et al (2001) also claim that 

technical progress has affected European banking markets in a low level in 

such a way that only the total costs are reduced by around 3% per annum.  

 

Maudos et al (2002) estimate both cost and profit efficiencies in European 

banks. They claim that this study fills the gap between the following two areas: 

the estimation of profit efficiency which is compared to cost efficiency and 

international comparisons. The data belong to ten countries which are full 

members of the European Union between 1993-1996.  In the first part of the 
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study, the inefficiency scores are estimated by using stochastic frontier 

approach. The results of the first part suggest that there are high levels of 

efficiency in costs and lower levels in profit. Also, it is stated that there is a low 

positive correlation between cost efficiency and profit efficiency.  In the 

second part of the study these inefficiencies are regressed on a series of 

variables which are classified as potential correlates of efficiency. These 

variables are size, specialization, other bank characteristics and the market 

characteristics along which banks operate. The results of the second part of the 

study reveal that medium sized banks are more cost and profit efficient as 

compared to other banks’ sizes. There is not a significant difference among 

banks regarding the type of banking. Higher ratio of loans over assets implies 

higher efficiency. Market concentration has positive impact on profit efficiency 

and negative impact on cost efficiency. 

 

Kasman and Yıldırım (2006) examine the cost and profit efficiencies of the 

banking sector belonging to 8 Central and Eastern European countries which 

all joined EU as of May 2004. Stochastic Frontier Approach is employed in the 

study. The data consist of a panel of 190 commercial banks between 1995-

2002. The results suggest that there is not a significant relationship among the 

size of the banks, profit and cost efficiency measures. In relation to the 

ownership status, the results reveal that foreign banks perform better than the 

domestic banks. 

 

Yıldırım and Philippatos (2007) analyze the cost and profit efficiencies of 

banking sectors across 12 transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe 

countries between 1993-2000. They adopt stochastic frontier and distribution 

free approach. In the first part of their study, they estimate efficiency by using 

a standard translog specification. In the second part of their study, they conduct 

a regression analysis in order to examine the determinants of efficiency by 

using bank specific and industry specific factors. The input variables are 

borrowed funds, labor and physical capital. The output variables are loans, 
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deposits and investments. The results of the study indicate that the profit 

efficiency levels are lower than cost efficiencies. Moreover, this relationship is 

stronger for the foreign bank in this sample. Regarding to the size of the banks, 

the large banks are more efficient 

 

Kenjegalieva et al (2009) analyzes the trend of x efficiencies of banking sector 

across the Eastern European 2004 accession countries. The data set consists of 

commercial banks that operate during 1993-2003. The intermediation approach 

of Sealey and Lindley (1977) and the traditional approach are adopted in the 

study. Data envelopment analysis is employed in order to measure the 

efficiency scores. Moreover, they also evaluate the macroeconomic and 

banking sector specific determinants of transition banking by using a double 

bootstrap truncated regression procedure. The results of the study reveal that 

the x-efficiency scores are relatively low and they declined furthermore in the 

1999-2003 period. Kenjegalieva et al (2009) claim that the Eastern European 

banks should improve their technology in order to be successful in 

transforming economic environment.  

3.3. Turkish Banking Sector 

There are three different ways of measuring efficiency and productivity in the 

literature. These can be classified as; ratio analysis, parametric approaches and 

non-parametric approach. In the following section, Turkish banking sector 

studies are grouped according to these categories.  

3.3.1. Ratio Analysis  

Aydoğan and Çapoğlu (1989) conduct an international comparison about 

efficiency and productivity of banking systems by using grouping and factor 

analyzing methods.  55 banking groups which operate in 20 OECD countries 

during 1981-1985 are used in the study.  First, these countries’ financial 

systems are discussed whether they are based on securities or credits. Then, 

banking system diversification such as general banking and limited banking 
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subjects are defined. Results of the analysis show that Turkish, Spanish and 

Italian banks are separated from the others and they are placed in different 

groups. It is stated in the study that the branch and personnel efficiency is low 

for these banks, however the profitability is high. Furthermore, these countries 

take lower places in the rank at lower levels in terms of fiscal system 

efficiency. 

 

Karamustafa (1999) discusses the financial characteristics of the commercial 

banks that perform in the Turkish financial markets during of 1990-1997 with 

the factor analysis method by using 18 ratios. The results of the survey prove 

that the most important variables which define the financial characteristics are 

the variables that are related to the capital adequacy ratio which have a stable 

performance in general. Another point that the writer puts emphasis on is the 

profitability emerging as an important financial dimension together with the 

capital adequacy especially during 1994-1995.  

 

In Bumin (2008) the profitability performance of the sector is analyzed by ratio 

analysis in the period of 2002-2008. Banks are grouped regarding their 

functions and ownership status and the ratio analysis used by decomposing the 

equity profitability ratio. The results of the study show that the banking sector 

profitability increased in the analyzed period; however it has decreased because 

of the global financial crisis in 2008.  

3.3.2. Parametric Approaches 

Fields et al (1993) analyze the existence of scale economies in the Turkish 

banking sector for the years 1986 and 1987. They use a translog cost function 

in their studies. The results of their study suggest that the existence of scale 

economies is not statistically significant. The developed countries’ banking 

sector analysis shows that in order to be competitive in terms of cost, a bank 

does not necessarily be a large size bank which is valid for the developing 

Turkish banks. A noteworthy aspect of the study is that the observation set is 
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relatively narrow and is limited to only 2 years. For this reason it is 

recommended that the results of the study should be evaluated very carefully.  

 

Özkan-Günay (1996) analyzes the cost structure and the effects of financial 

liberalization on the cost structure for the periods 1981-1985 and 1989-1993. 

Classical translog cost and hybrid translog functions are used in the research. 

The input variables used in the study are labor force, capital and deposits; the 

output variables are short term credits and other total credits. The results with 

using a classical translog function show that there is increasing returns to scale 

for both periods. On the other hand, the results of hybrid translog function 

show that small scale banks have economies of scale but medium and large 

scale banks have diseconomies of scale. Özkan-Günay (2006) states that the 

hybrid translog function seems to fit better for the present data set.  

 

Mahmud and Zaim (1998) analyze the effects of capital account liberalization 

on the cost structure of the Turkish banking sector. They estimate the factor 

demand elasticities, both for the short run and the long run by using a 

Generalized Leontief restricted cost function. The data belong to the years of 

1991-1992, and the intermediation approach is adopted in the study. The input 

variables used in the study are deposits, labor, capital and credits (borrowed 

funds). The only output variable is total balances of all loan categories. The 

results show that all the conditional input demands are inelastic. It is claimed 

that all inputs are substitutes to each other. However, in the long run capital is 

found to be a substitute to all inputs except deposits. 

 

Işık and Hassan (2002a) examine the efficiency of the Turkish banking sector 

during 1988-1996. Different from the previous studies in the literature, 

different measures of efficiency such as allocative efficiency, technical 

efficiency, pure technical efficiency, scale efficiency and cost efficiency are 

estimated by using non-parametric techniques. In the latter parts of the study 

stochastic cost and alternative profit efficiencies are estimated by using 
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parametric techniques. Regardless of the size of the banks, returns to scale for 

all Turkish banks is measured for the post deregulation period. Also, this study 

analyzes the effects of certain variables such as size, international presence, 

control and governance, holding affiliation as well as ownership on the 

efficiency scores. The results of the study suggest that the main source of cost 

inefficiency is technical inefficiency rather that allocative inefficiency. It is 

also claimed that Turkish banks suffer from diseconomies of scale during the 

study period. Regarding the size of banks, results of the analysis indicate that 

there is a negative relation between the banks’ size and efficiency. Regarding 

the ownership status, foreign banks are found to be more efficient compared to 

their domestic peers in terms of all measures of efficiency. 

 

Işık and Hassan (2002b) analyze both cost and profit efficiencies of the Turkish 

commercial banks during 1988-1996. They employ a stochastic cost and 

alternative profit efficiency techniques. Apart from their earlier analysis, in this 

study the profit efficiency of the sector is considered. They examine the effects 

of the size, organizational control and governance on Turkish bank efficiency 

and the impact of ownership on the profit efficiency of Turkish banks. The 

input variables that are used in the study are labor, capital and loanable funds. 

The output variables are short term loans, long term loans, risk adjusted off 

balance items and other earning assets such as investment securities, 

specialized and directed loans and interbank loans. They adopted 

intermediation approach in the study. In the first stage of the efficiency 

estimates, they present the efficiency results of the stochastic translog cost and 

profit frontier parameter estimates by using a maximum likelihood model. 

Their results show that the average cost and profit efficiencies are about 90 % 

and 84 %, respectively. Işık and Hassan (2002b) also claim that Turkish banks 

are relatively better at controlling costs, as their profit efficiency scores are 

higher compared to other countries.  
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3.3.3. Nonparametric Approaches  

Yolalan (1993) analyzes the service efficiency and the profitability of 

commercial bank branches. Data Envelopment Analysis is used to measure the 

efficiency changes among the branches. He states that similar decision making 

units in terms of scale and production process should be chosen in order to 

have significant results. 44 branches are used in the research.  In the first part 

of the research, the service efficiency is measured.  The input variables are the 

number of working people, the number of terminals, commercial accounts, 

total time deposits, total demand deposits and total credit applications. The 

output variable is the total standard time which is spent for all the operations. 

In the second part of the research the degree of profitability of the bank is 

estimated. The input variables are personnel expenses, management expenses, 

depreciation, interest expenses and non-interest expenses. The output variables 

are interest expenses and non-interest expenses. Consequently, Yolalan claims 

that the efficient bank branches in terms of service are relatively profitable at 

the same time.  

 

Zaim (1993) and Zaim and Ertuğrul (1996) examine the economic efficiency of 

commercial banks in terms of the effects led by liberalization during 1981-

1990. The intermediation approach is adopted in both studies. The data, input 

and output variables are the same for both studies. 56 commercial banks are 

used in 1990 as a sample, whereas in 1981, 39 out of 42 banks are taken into 

consideration in the analysis. The output variables are short term deposits, long 

term deposits, short term credits and long term credits. The input variables are 

the number of total employees, total interest expense, depreciation expense and 

intermediate good and other equipment expenses. The results show that 

financial policies which are a part of the structural change program play an 

important role in improving both the technical and allocative efficiency of the 

Turkish commercial banks. Moreover, it is claimed that the rate of progress in 

technical efficiency of private banks are greater than that of the state owned 
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banks. This high progress rate achieved by the private banks leads to close the 

efficiency gap between the state owned and private owned banks.  

 

Işık and Uysal (2006) investigate the main cause of the productivity change in 

the financial liberalization period in the early 1980’s regarding the state, 

private and foreign banks. The data belong to period 1981-1990. The period of 

1981-86 is called pre-liberalization period and 1986-1990 is called post-

liberalization. A new approach which uses two alternative models for 

measuring the productivity growth of banks-both the traditional and the 

nontraditional banking approach- is adopted in the study. The results of the 

study show that there is a significant increase in productivity growth in the 

Turkish banking sector right after the liberalization. The lowest productivity 

growth rate has been achieved by the public banks; whereas foreign banks 

experience the fastest productivity growth rate after the liberalization. The 

increase in efficiency is the main component of productivity growth for public 

and private banks rather than technical progress except for foreign banks in the 

post liberalization period. A noteworthy result of the analysis is that foreign 

banks have shown approximately the same performance as the domestic ones 

in the pre liberalization period. However, the performance of the foreign banks 

changes in the post liberalization period. Unlike the domestic banks, the 

productivity growth of the foreign banks is mainly from technical progress 

rather than an efficiency increase in the post liberalization period. It is claimed 

that poor management practices and scale problems can be represented as a 

reason for the decrease in efficiency in public banks, which leads to lowest 

productivity growth. Meanwhile, the increase in technical efficiency triggers 

the productivity growth in both domestic and foreign private banks. Işık and 

Uysal state that the source of productivity growth in Turkish banks is mainly 

“imitation”—the efforts of the inefficient banks to catch up with the best-

practice banks— rather than “innovation”—the outward shifts of the 

production frontier by leading banks.   
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Yolalan (1996) adopts a data envelopment analysis based on a ratio for 

estimating the banking efficiency. The relative fiscal performance of the 

Turkish banks for the period 1988-1995 is analyzed in this study. The 

observations are grouped according to their ownership status such as foreign, 

private and state owned banks. The results show that the foreign banks perform 

better than the rest of the group. Also, private banks perform better than the 

state banks.   

 

Çıngı and Tarım (2000) aim to assess the performance of the Turkish banking 

sector for the period 1989-1996 by using data envelopment analysis.  The 

input-output combination used in the study adopts both intermediation and 

production approaches.  The above mentioned survey covers 21 banks. The 

input variables are total profit, total credits, total deposits and rate of return of 

the credits. The output variables are total assets and total expenses. Çıngı and 

Tarım (2000) put forth that Turkish banking sector seems like an oligopolistic 

market and the concentration rate of the market is very high. However, most of 

the banks have scale problems; especially, state owned banks are the main 

actors of the scale inefficiency in the Turkish banking system.  

 

Yolalan (2000) implements a methodology similar to Yolalan (1996). A 

performance index is calculated in order to analyze the financial performances 

of the Turkish commercial banks for the period of 1989-1998. According to the 

results, the performance index has the tendency to increase beginning from 

1989 (liberalization period) until 1993. It is observed that the tendency of 

increase in the field of performance index turns opposite way after 1994. The 

estimation results show that both the foreign banks and the private banks 

perform better than the state owned banks. Moreover, small and medium scale 

banks experience a turndown in their relative performances after 1994, whereas 

large scale banks perform better relative to others.  
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Yıldırım (2002) analyzes the efficiency performance of Turkish banking sector 

in the period of 1988-1999. She uses intermediation approach for estimating 

the overall efficiency of the banks in an unstable macroeconomic environment. 

There are four inputs and three outputs in the analysis. Total demand deposits, 

total time deposits, total interest expenses and total non-interest expenses are 

input variables. Total loans, interest income and non-interest income are output 

variables. Total number of observations is 594. Since banks are not 

homogeneous in terms of their activities, banks are grouped according to their  

the ownership status as foreign, public and private. Firstly, the analysis draws 

attention to the fact that the efficient banks are more profitable. Secondly, pure 

technical efficiency and scale efficiency are related to the bank’s size. Thirdly, 

the state owned banks performed better than the other groups in terms of pure 

technical efficiency, despite the fact that they are less profitable compared to 

other groups. Moreover, state banks perform better than the private banks in 

terms of the scale efficiency.  

 

Işık (2001) investigates the causes and the consequences of the 1994 financial 

crisis in Turkey. From research point of view, this study becomes one of the 

first examples of the efficiency and productivity analysis of the banks in 

association with the financial crisis. He analyzes the effects of the crisis on the 

efficiency of the banks by using Malmquist Index. The data set used in the 

article covers period 1992-1996 regarding the commercial banks of Turkey. 

The intermediation approach is adopted in the study. The input variables are 

labor, capital and loanable funds. The output variables are short term credits, 

long term credits, memorandum accounts and other earning assets. The 

empirical results show that the sector’s efficiency dramatically drops by 17 % 

in 1994 and it soars by 15 % after 1994. Işık (2001) claims that the main reason 

of the decline in efficiency is the wrong use of technology rather than the loss 

of efficiency in the banks. The analysis based on the ownership status of the 

banks presents that crisis affected the state banks by a minimum amount; 

whereas foreign banks are affected by a maximum amount.  
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Işık and Hassan (2003) study the effects of the 1994 financial crisis on the 

efficiency of the banking sector by using Malmquist total factor productivity 

index which is based on the data envelopment analysis. It is considered that 

1992-1993 is pre-crisis period, 1994 is the crisis year and 1995-1996 is post- 

crisis period. The empirical results of the study show that the efficiency and 

productivity losses are considerably high. Besides, the deterioration in the 

efficiency and the productivity in the pre crisis period is an indicator of the 

forthcoming crisis. It is stated that the precautions that have been taken both by 

the government and the banks help the recovery of the financial markets and 

improve the efficiency and productivity scores.   

 

Özkan-Günay and Tektaş (2006) use data envelopment analysis to measure 

efficiency change in terms of the effects of the economic crisis in Turkish 

banking system during 1990-2001. Banks are grouped as private, state and 

foreign. Meanwhile state banks are not included in the analysis since the 

special duty loss of these banks are financed through Treasury before the 

restructuring program came into action which may mislead the results. It is 

stated in the study that the number of efficient banks and the mean efficiency 

of both models in the sample have a declining trend throughout the analysis 

period. Özkan-Günay and Tektaş (2006) show that most of the banks that are 

taken over by Saving and Deposit Insurance Fund are relatively inefficient 

compared to nonfailure domestic commercial banks in the sample set.  

 

Denizer, Dinç and Tarımcılar (2007) examine the effects of liberalization on 

the Turkish banking sector by using Data Envelopment Analysis. The data 

covers a 25 year period starting from 1970 and ending in 1994. Two stage 

DEA is used in the study. In the first stage, relative efficiency of the production 

process of banking is assessed. In the second stage the efficiency of 

intermediation process of banking is examined. The input variables for the 

production approach are total own resources of the bank, total operational 

expenses, the interest and fees paid by the bank. The output variables of the 
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production approach are total deposits and non-interest income. The input 

variables for the intermediation approach are total own resources of the bank, 

total operational expenses and total deposits. The output variables for the 

intermediation approach are total loans and banking income. The results of the 

study suggest that liberalization programs are followed by an apparent decline 

in efficiency. Another result of the study shows that the Turkish banking 

system has a scale problem. According to the econometric results, growing 

macro instability both in the financial sector and the economy in general is the 

main reason of the decline in efficiency.  

 

Kaya and Doğan (2005) investigate the efficiency of the Turkish banking 

sector in the disinflation period between the years of 2002-2004. They set up 

different data sets both for the intermediation approach and the production 

approach. For the production approach, the input variables are personnel 

expenses/total assets, other non-interest expenses/total assets and the number of 

employees for each department. The output variables are total deposits/ total 

assets and total credits/ total assets.  For the intermediation approach, the input 

variables are total deposits/total assets, foreign exchange liability except 

deposits/total assets, interest expenses/total assets, and noninterest 

expenses/total assets. Kaya and Doğan (2005) state that large scale banks 

operate more efficiently than small scale banks. Furthermore, efficiency 

increases in association with the size of the bank. Malmquist total factor 

productivity index is also calculated on the basis of the productivity changes in 

the sector. As a result of the technology change in the disinflation period, the 

productivity of the banks increases. It is quite evident that the small banks face 

scale problems in the banking sector. Moreover, Kaya and Doğan (2005) claim 

that acquisitions and mergers seem likely in the forthcoming era since most of 

the banks in Turkish economy operate in small scale.   

 

Öncü and Aktaş (2007) investigate the change in efficiency of the Turkish 

banking sector after the restructuring process in 2001-2005. Intermediation 
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approach is adopted in the study. The input variables are number of employees, 

physical capital, and borrowed funds. The output variables are total credits and 

other income earning assets. Malmquist productivity index is used for 

measuring the total factor productivity change.  The results show that the 

productivity gain in 2001-2005 is mainly attributable to technical progress 

rather than an efficiency increase.  

3.4. A Discussion of the Literature on the Turkish Banking Sector 

Some of the important studies which measure the efficiency, productivity and 

the cost structure of the Turkish banking sector are summarized in the previous 

section. The studies contain different study periods, methodologies and 

approaches. Even more, the aims of the studies differ from each other. In 

general, it is a rather complicated task to obtain definite conclusions about the 

improvement of efficiency, productivity, the scale economies and the cost 

structure. In this section, we will try to point out to the common findings of the 

literature and sketch the basic efficiency characteristics of the Turkish banking 

sector. 

 

There are a large number of studies in the literature that compare the efficiency 

of the Turkish banking sector between the pre-liberalization and post-

liberalization periods. Some of the studies clarify that the efficiency and 

productivity improve rapidly and consistently after the financial liberalization. 

For example, Zaim (1995) states that the liberalization encouraged the 

competition, so that the technical efficiency increased by 10 % on average 

from 1981 to 1990.  Yolalan and Mercan (2000) points out to the same fact that 

the performance of the banks has a tendency to increase during 1989-1993 after 

the liberalization period.  Işık and Hassan (2002a) examine the efficiency of 

the Turkish banking industry during 1988-1996. They also report efficiency 

gains in the Turkish banking industry right after the liberalization. Işık and 

Uysal (2006) claim that both in the pre-liberalization period and post-

liberalization period, productivity growth is observed regardless of the size and 
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ownership. Yıldırım (2002) analyzes the efficiency performance of the Turkish 

banking sector between 1988 and 1999. It is declared that the pure technical 

efficiency of the state banks is better than the private and foreign banks for the 

whole period. In addition to this, the scale efficiency of the state banks is better 

than the private banks for the analysis period. Yıldırım states that although the 

ratio of pretax income over total asset is small for state banks compared to 

private and foreign banks, the high efficiency scores of the state banks are 

attractive. On the other hand, some studies point out to some of the 

discouraging short term effects of the financial liberalization. For instance, 

Denizer, Dinç and Tarımcılar (2007) analyze the effects of the financial 

liberalization on the Turkish banking sector efficiency during 1970-1994. They 

find that the liberalization program is followed by an observable decline in 

efficiency. 

 

The bank’s performance and the efficiency scores start to decline considerably 

during the period after the 1994 crisis. Yolalan and Mercan (2000) report that 

the DEA performance index turns upside down with the impact of the 1994 

economic crisis. The sector performance keeps declining until 1998. Regarding 

ownership status, Yolalan and Mercan (2000) state that deterioration is 

recorded in the relative performance of both the small and medium sized 

private banks after 1994. However, large scale private banks perform relatively 

better. Yıldırım (2002) also indicates that the sector’s performance failed to 

improve in 1990’s. The macroeconomic instability is pointed out as the source 

of decline in the performance of the banks in 1990’s. Işık and Hassan (2003) 

implicate the negative effects of the 1994 crisis as well. It is reported that the 

Turkish banks have experienced a 17 % production loss partly due to the 

decrease in the efficiency after the 1994 crisis. Işık (2001) also investigates the 

effects of the 1994 crisis. The empirical results of the study show that the 

sector efficiency drops by 17 % in 1994 and it soars by 15 % after 1994.  
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In Turkey, it is quiet frequently observed that the private and foreign banks 

perform more efficiently than the state banks. There is no doubt that the notion 

of efficiency is not an absolute concept as it depends on the selected inputs, 

outputs and the methodology used in the studies. Çıngı and Tarım (2000) state 

that the private banks are more efficient compared to the public banks. It is also 

found that large sized banks are relatively less efficient. It is known that most 

of the state banks are large sized banks. Yolalan (1996) and Işık (2001) have 

similar findings; the most efficient banks are ranked as foreign, private and 

public banks in these studies. Yolalan and Mercan (2000) derive the same 

conclusion with an additional finding that the financial structure deteriorates 

during 1997 and 1998. As some of the private banks are disqualified due to the 

poor performance, the efficiency scores of the private banks are reduced. As 

opposed to the previous studies like Zaim (1995), they show that state banks 

have better efficiency scores as compared to private banks. It is found that the 

liberalization contributes to the performance of the domestic private and 

foreign owned banks because of their relatively small size and dynamic 

structure. The results of Denizer, Dinç and Tarımcılar (2007) do not 

necessarily confirm the expectations about liberalization. A major disadvantage 

of the public banks is that they are subjected to the political intervention which 

plays a negative role in the overall performance. An interesting finding of Işık 

and Hassan (2003) is that during the 1994 crisis public banks recover rather 

quickly compared to the foreign banks which are badly affected.  Işık and 

Hassan (2003) explain this issue by the relatively higher degree of safety and 

lower open positions before the crisis. Yıldırım (2002) also finds that state 

owned banks perform better than both privately owned and foreign banks in 

terms of pure technical efficiency measure.  

 

In the period before the restructuring program prepared by Banking Regulation 

and Supervision Agency (BRSA), it is widely supported that the productivity 

and the efficiency are restricted by the capital inadequacy in Turkish banks. 
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Karamustafa (1999) stresses the capital inadequacy of Turkish banks and 

financial adequacy is considered as the major financial characteristics.  

 

In the previous discussion, we see that there are contradictory findings of the 

literature regarding the efficiency of the Turkish banking sector. The reason for 

the different results is that the input and output variables differ among the 

studies. A variable that is considered as an output in one study can be 

considered as an input in another study.  Also, the analysis period varies in 

different studies. Moreover, different approaches and methodologies are used 

in the researches. Therefore it is hard to derive a conclusion from the existing 

literature.  

 

The profit efficiency of the Turkish banking sector between 2002-2009 is 

analyzed in this thesis by using Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA). There are 

other studies in the literature that analyze profit efficiency by using SFA. But 

this thesis differs from the other studies in the literature in terms of the 

analyzed time dimension, the methods used and the concepts that are focused 

on. Işık and Hassan (2002b) analyze the profit efficiency of the sector by SFA 

as well. They calculate efficiency scores only for the years 1988, 1992 and 

1996 in a 9 year analysis period. In this thesis the efficiency scores for every 

year are calculated between 2002-2009. Moreover, as compared to Işık and 

Hassan (2002b), the analyzed time dimension is updated in this thesis, since 

this thesis analyzes the efficiency attitude of the sector after the restructuring 

program in 2001. Öncü and Aktaş (2007) analyze the period after 2001 crisis as 

well. But Öncü and Aktaş (2007) focus on the productivity of the sector during 

2001-2005 rather than the efficiency structure of the sector. Bumin (2008) 

analyzes the profit efficiency of the sector during 2002-2008 by using ratio 

analysis method. As a conclusion, novelty of the current study comes not only 

from the scope of the analysis but also from the method used.  
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CHAPTER IV 

 

 

BANKING SECTOR OVERVIEW 

 

In this chapter, firstly the developments in the Turkish economy and the effects 

of these developments on the Turkish banking sector for the period of 1980-

2010 is discussed. Secondly, the quantitative indicators of the banking sector 

are presented by using the data of 28 banks that are used in the empirical 

analysis for the study period 2002-2009.  

4.1. The period before 1980  

Turkish economy was mainly a closed economy before January 24 1980. 

Import substitution industrialization policy was used under the supervision of 

the state. Financial system was heavily repressed and the interest rates were 

determined by the monetary authorities. As a result of credit rationing policy 

and high inflation rates, real interest rates remained at negative values and 

Turkish Lira was overvalued against the foreign currencies. In this context, 

Turkey was not integrated with the international markets.  

 

Because of the regulations, entrance of foreign banks was not allowed and 

foreign transactions were limited, so that the competitive pressures did not 

exist in the market. Banks focused on collecting deposits, giving loans and 

making currency transactions. Due to absence of price based competition, 

banks opened new branches and increased the number of personnel. Naturally, 

this raised fixed costs considerably and also turned the market into a more 

oligopolistic structure.   
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4.2. 1980’s 

The main aim of the January 24, 1980 stabilization program was to increase the 

domestic savings. The deposit and loan interest rates were released in the 

context of the program. Increasing competition in the banking sector, raising 

the level of the domestic savings through the real interest rate and increasing 

the depth of the financial sector were aimed in the program. However, prices 

and exchange rates showed a tendency to increase so interest rates remained at 

high levels. Turkish banking sector was not ready to competition, as a reaction 

to these developments, large scale banks signed a gentlemen’s agreement to 

keep the interest rates at a certain level. However, this agreement did not last 

long. Entrance to the market was simplified by adoption of decree number 70. 

Moreover, a new instrument called “Certificate of Deposits” was introduced. 

Some of the banks and holding companies established intermediary institutions 

and they sell discounted deposit certificates to these institutions. These 

certificates are marketed through a “Ponzi Scheme” to the public at higher 

prices. So that an interest rate race started in the sector and the banker crisis 

erupted in 1982. At the end of the crisis, small and large bankers and some of 

the small scale banks have gone bankrupt (Yağcılar, 2011). 

 

Alternative financial markets started operation in the second half of 80s. 

Interbank Money Market was established in March1986 and the Central Bank 

started open market operations in February 1987. FX-Effective Market has 

been established in August of 1988 and the Gold Market in May 1989.  More 

effective supervision of banks by the independent auditors started in 

1987. Independent auditing was enabled by the increased transactions of the 

domestic banks with foreign banks. In terms of the developments concerning 

the Turkish banking sector 1989 is a remarkable year. Through the entrance of 

foreign capital, which focused mostly in investment banking, increased the 

competition in the sector. Increased competition lead banks to marketing new 

financial instruments, taking precautions for decreasing costs, developing the 

financial market activities. The serious increase in deposit interest rates in 1988 
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also increased the costs of banks; therefore it was hard for banks to invest 

efficiently and safely. In August, 1989 foreign exchange market and capital 

account were liberalized. Turkish Lira became a convertible currency by these 

implementations (Yağcılar, 2011). 

4.3. 1990’s 

As a result of the new regulation that allows foreign currency accounts, the 

ratio of foreign deposits over total deposits incredibly increased in 1990’s. An 

important reason behind this increase in currency substitution was the high 

inflation rates in Turkey. Economic agents increased the share of foreign 

currency denominated assets in their portfolio as well as short term TL 

denominated assets with very high interest rates. This situation affected banks’ 

balance sheets negatively. The profitability of banks decreased and financial 

equities weakened. Due to the high domestic real interest rates banks started to 

collect funds from international markets with low foreign interest rates. As a 

result, open positions of the Turkish banks in terms of foreign currencies 

increased. Both the interest rate risk and the exchange rate risk occurred in the 

banks’ balance sheets (BAT, 2008). 

 

In 1994 Turkish financial sector has experienced the most severe crisis ever. 

Expansionary monetary policy has been implemented despite the growing 

public deficit. Decreasing the interest rates was an irrational decision in such 

an environment and raised the tension in the financial sector even more. 

Government imposed extra taxes on the financial instruments and this lead to 

the flight of both the domestic and the foreign investors out of TL denominated 

assets. Interest rates increased to extremely high levels at the peak of the crisis. 

Turkish currency depreciated against foreign currencies and the financial 

system contracted. In 1994 crisis, the assets of the banking system decreased 

from 68.6 billion dollar to 51.6 billion dollar and the equity decreased from 6.6 

billion dollar to 4.3 billion dollar. The annual compound interest rate of the 

domestic government bonds is shown in Figure 7 (BAT, 2008). 
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Figure 7: Government Internal Debt Bond Compound Annual Interest Rate 

Source: BAT,2008 

 

In 1995, the recovery started both in the financial sector and in the banking 

sector. TL denominated assets was alluring because of high interest rates. The 

currency substitution slowed down but not reversed. Closed foreign currency 

positions reopened and foreign borrowing started with higher costs. Investors 

preferred very short term instruments. Repo and foreign currency time deposit 

operations increased enormously. Both time deposits and demand deposits 

were composed of daily sight. Open positions in terms of non cash loans 

increased (BAT, 2008). 

 

In the late 1990’s, budget discipline was adopted in order to decrease inflation. 

Borrowing program and budget goals were announced by Turkish Treasury. 

Stand-by agreements were signed with IMF in order to solve the 

macroeconomic problems. Banks’ forward transactions and open positions 

were limited. Foreign investors have worried that the limitations to the foreign 

exchange futures would decrease the liquidity. Capital outflow started 

depending to the instabilities in the Turkish economy. Due to high interest rates 

at the end of 1990’s banking system was exposed to very severe systematic risk 

(BAT, 2008). 
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4.4. November 2000 and February 2001 Crisis 

In 1999, economic activity contracted significantly and the banking sector 

incurred a loss. "Disinflation Program" was introduced in December 1999 with 

the support of the IMF stand-by agreement in order to reduce the high inflation 

rates and solve the structural problems in the economy. This program used the 

exchange rate as a nominal anchor, monetary and exchange rate policy with a 

number of structural arrangements and a supporting framework made up of 

tight fiscal policy. However, still having high real interest rates on the basis of 

foreign currency increased the capital inflows. Inflation did not decrease as 

quickly as expected and the real exchange rate began to appreciate. Despite the 

tight fiscal policies, increase in the trade deficit lead to a decrease in the 

credibility of the program therefore the domestic interest rates increased 

inevitably. Consequently, these developments increased the liquidity demand 

of the banks. Since the largest share in the Turkish banks’ assets belonged to 

the Treasury papers, the liquidity crunch at the end of November 2000 reached 

its peak point. The fragility of the balance sheets of private banks became 

evident. The liquidity was provided by the Central bank by funding the market 

beyond the limits of the program. As a result, both the domestic and the foreign 

investors demand for foreign currency increased. There was a severe reduction 

in the official reserves. While the market value of the treasury bonds in the 

banks’ portfolio was declining, the short term loan interest rates increased in 

the market. At the end of 2000, IMF provided "additional reserve" increased 

the foreign exchange reserves, so that the financial markets partly calmed 

down. In January 2001, the average of simple interest per night fell 

considerably, however the Turkish economy program was discredible from the 

foreign financial investor’s point of view (Celasun, 2002). 

 

Before very high internal debt redemption of the Treasury, unexpected political 

tensions occurred on 19 February 2001 the announcement of the crisis by the 

president caused panic in the financial markets. Despite the astronomical rise 

of overnight interest rates to defend the domestic money, 5 billion dollar worth 
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of foreign exchange sales was made by Central Bank on February 20-21. 

Liquidity needs of the state banks have not been met. Therefore, this affected 

the payments system negatively. To prevent the collapse of the banking 

system, the Central Bank let Turkish lira to float starting from February 22, 

2001. The necessary and the sudden adoption of free-floating exchange rate 

regime and subsequently high rate of devaluations affected the economic units 

adversely. Value of equities and assets of the banks declined. Especially the 

banks which have open foreign exchange positions were the most severely 

affected units from the February 2001 crisis (Celasun, 2002). 

4.5. Banking Sector Restructuring Program 

The restructuring process in the banking system was initiated by the 

“disinflation” program which was implemented at the end of 1999. A 

comprehensive “Banking Restructuring Program” was adopted in 2001. 

Initially, the aim of the program was to accommodate the banking legislation 

with international standards and practices. Extensive changes were made in the 

Banks Act. Formerly, the bank’s supervisory and regulatory functions were 

shared by the Treasury and the Central Bank, since 2001 Banking Regulation 

and Supervision Agency (BRSA) is the only authority in the banking sector. In 

the context of the program, it is aimed to strengthen the financial structure of 

the banks that are under the control of The Savings Deposit Insurance Fund of 

Turkey (SDIF). Also, due to the nonpayment of duty losses of the state banks, 

inefficient use of the resources due to the political interventions and the 

weaknesses in the management structure financial status of the state banks 

deteriorated. Mergers and privatization of the state banks were initiated by the 

program. The third stage of the restructuring program was based to strengthen 

the capital structure and to increase the capital. The debt swap practice initiated 

within the context of the program in June, 2002 enabled the private banks to 

close their open foreign positions considerably and diminish the exchange rate 

risk. One of the main objectives of the restructuring program was to improve 

the capability of the systems regarding regulating, supervising, risk taking, risk 
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managing and the change in the overall methodology. Independent monitoring 

and regulating the banking system was introduced with the reform package of 

1999. BRSA was appointed to provide the necessary transparency in the 

balance sheets of the banking sector together with the adaptation to the 

international accounting principles. Turkish banking sector approached to the 

EU standards as a result of this implementation. After financial restructuring 

asset quality upgraded, profitability raised, financial risk such as liquidity risk, 

interest rate risk and exchange rate risk diminished to a great extent. It is quiet 

rational to state that the financial restructuring has contributed considerably to 

the banks’ financial performance (BRSA Report, 2009). 

4.6. 2002-2007 Restructuring Period and 2008 Global Financial Crisis 

In this part, the developments in the Turkish economy and the Turkish banking 

sector after the restructuring program is discussed and also the quantitative 

indicators are examined. While examining these indicators, the data of the 28 

banks used in the next part of this thesis help to provide a framework from the 

quantitative point of view.  

 

By the implementation of the “Transition to Strong Economy” program after 

the crisis, the negative effects of the 2001 crisis started to disappear. Fiscal 

discipline was provided and Turkish economy has entered a stable period of 

growth. Turkish economy shrinked by -5.7 % in 2001, however recovery 

period has started thereafter.  

 

Before the 2001 crisis banking sector was financing public spending rather 

than encouraging in real banking activities. In the post-2002 period, the 

disruptive effects and the dominancy of the state banks on the system reduced 

together with their structural rehabilitation. The share of the international 

capital increased in this stable environment. In the same period the banking 

sector balance sheets experienced a stable and rapid growth. During this 

period, high growth in the banking sector increased financial deepening and 
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banking sector contributed to the economic growth more than the previous 

periods.  

 

Before 2000’s Turkey was struggling with high and chronic inflation rates. One 

of the goals of the 2001 stability program was implementing a monetary policy 

which will provide price stability and struggle with inflation efficiently. Turkey 

began to implement floating exchange rate and inflation targeting regimes to 

reduce inflation. Since 1990’s the first time that Turkey has experienced single 

digit inflation rates was in 2004. During these years, together with the 

reduction of inflation, uncertainty and risk perception began to change. In 

Figure 8 the fall in the inflation rate is represented by both consumer price 

index and the producer price index. 

 

Figure 8: Consumer Price Index and Producer Price Index 

Source:www.turkstat.gov.tr 

 

On the other hand, the high overnight interest rate in 2003-2005 period led 

to an appreciation of the TL. During this period, as a result of the overvaluation 

of the Turkish currency current deficit has widened. This high external deficit 

was financed by the hot money i.e. short-term financial capital inflow due to 

high domestic real interest rates. The growth rate of Turkish economy which is 

built on the model of export led growth began to slow down.  As a result of the 
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turbulences in the global economy in the middle of 2008 and the increased 

expectations that US would experience a recession, risk appetite in Turkey was 

deteriorated as well. The rate of change in GDP at constant prices was -3 % in 

the last quarter of 2008, and -14.7 %, -7.8 %, -2.8 % in the first 3 quarters of 

2009, respectively. Thus, Turkey affected from the global financial crisis as 

well as the rest of the world economies. The rate of change in gross domestic 

product at constant prices can be seen in Figure 9.   

 
Figure 9: Real Gross Domestic Production Growth Rate (%) 

Source:www.turkstat.gov.tr-It is calculated by using constant prices in 1998.  

When the effects of the global financial crisis on the Turkish banking sector are 

compared with the other countries banking systems, Turkish banking sector is 

relatively less affected from the crisis. The main reason for this is that Turkish 

banks gained experience during 2001 crisis and the restructuring program in 

the sector was successfully completed. Turkish banks took precautions against 

possible liquidity crunch and as a result of the tight supervision, audit and 
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oversight policies and staying away from risky instruments and having high 

capital adequacy ratios. Turkish banks did not hold mortgage-backed securities 

which are called toxic assets in their portfolio. Consequently, this avoided 

Turkish banks being affected from the crisis as the other countries.  

 

Another reason why Turkey is less affected from the global financial crisis is 

the decline in the fiscal pressures in the economy. With the implementation of 

the stability program after the 2001 crisis fiscal discipline was sustained, the 

government budget deficit was controlled, so that public sector borrowing need 

decreased. As it can be seen from Figure 10, while the public sector debt in 

2001 was 66 % of GDP, it declined to 29 % in 2010. Only in 2009 the 

mentioned ratio was 33 % of GDP and the reason was that 2009 was the only 

year that the Turkish economy contracted which was -4.8 % in 2009.  

 
Figure 10: The Ratio of Total Public Sector Net Debt over GDP 
Source:www.treasury.gov.tr 

During the global financial crisis Central Bank keep the interest rates at a 

certain level and prevented the credit growth. Therefore, the ratio of total loans 

over total deposits which was showing an increasing trend since 2002 started to 

decrease in 2009 for the first time. The most important reason of this decline 

was the slowdown in loans. The average increase in the total loans was 41.1 % 

in 7 years during the period 2002-2008, whereas total loans increased by only 
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3.61 % in 2009. As a result of the contraction in the domestic demand the 

growth in loans almost stopped. Thus the ratio of total loans over total assets 

decreased as well. Loans increased by 34.38 % in 2010 as compared to 2008 

and the mentioned ratios returned to their previous values in 2010. The ratio of 

total loan over total deposit can be seen in Figure 11.  

 

 

Figure 11: The Ratio of Total Loans over Total Deposits 

4.7. Banking Sector Indicators  

In the following part of the thesis, the data of 28 banks that are used in the 

empirical analysis will be utilized. The total assets of the 28 banks are shown 

in Figure 12 regarding the ownership status in the period 2002-2010. The 

largest share in the total assets belongs to the private banks. State banks, 

foreign banks and foreign bank branches that operate in Turkey follow the 

private banks regarding the asset size. The asset size of these 28 banks was 185 

billion TL in 2002, whereas it was 926 billion TL in 2010.   
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Figure 12: Total Assets of the 28 Banks Analyzed 

 

The share of the state banks’ assets in sector total was 37 % in 2002, share of 

the private banks were 60 %, foreign banks 2 % and the branches of the foreign 

banks that operate in Turkey were 1 %. In 2010, state banks’ share in the total 

assets decreased to 32 % and private banks’ share decreased to 54 %. The share 

of the foreign banks increased to 14 % in 2010. The share of the branches of 

the foreign banks that operate in Turkey in total assets remained at the same 

level in 2010 as compared to 2002. During 2002-2010 period, the increase in 

the share of the foreign banks’ assets in total assets is noteworthy.  In the 

period of 2005-2007, the banking sector has started to attract the attention of 

foreign investors and the foreign capital began to increase in the sector through 

partnerships and acquisition and as a result the ownership status of the banks 

has changed.  In Table 1, the ownership status of the 28 banks that are analyzed 

during the period 2002-2010 is shown. 

 

 

Table 1: The Number of Analyzed Banks According to Their Ownership Status 

 Ownership Status 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

State Banks  3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Private Banks 16 16 16 15 13 10 10 10 

Foreign Banks 3 3 4 5 7 10 10 10 
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 Foreign Banks  

 Branches in Turkey (*) 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 
(*) These banks are not established in Turkey, they only have branches in Turkey. 

As it can be seen in the Figure 13, Turkish banking sector asset size steadily 

increased in the period of 2002-2010. When the rate of increase of the asset 

size is compared with the inflation rate, it can be seen that these rates were 

almost equal in 2003. However, the inflation rate has been taken under control 

along with the “transition to strong economy” program and the rate of increase 

in the asset size is greater than the inflation rate in all years after 2003. Also it 

should be noted that there are reductions in the rate of the asset growth in 2007 

and 2009.  

 

 

Figure 13: A Comparison of Consumer Price Index and the Growth Rate of Total Assets 

 

When Turkish banking sector is examined in terms of deposits, the state banks 

take the first place, the private banks take the second place and then the foreign 

banks and the bank branches that operate in Turkey come after respectively. 

The total deposits of the 28 banks were 129 billion TL in 2002 whereas it 

reached to 612 billion TL in 2010. The share of the deposits of the bank groups 

in the sector regarding the ownership status is as follows; state banks 38 %, 
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private banks 60 %, foreign banks 2 % and the foreign bank branches was 

under 1 % in 2002. In 2010 the share of the state banks decreased to 37 % and 

the private banks share decreased to 50 %. In the same year the share of the 

foreign banks increased to 12 %. The share of the foreign bank branches that 

operate in Turkey remained at the same level in 2010 as compared to 2002. 

The increase in the number of the foreign banks together with the entry of the 

foreign investors to the market led to the increase in the deposits of the foreign 

banks as expected. Total deposits of the 28 banks analyzed are shown in Figure 

14. 

 

 

Figure 14: Total Deposits of the 28 Banks Analyzed  
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Figure 15: A Comparison of Consumer Price Index and the Growth Rate of Total 

Deposits 

 

As it can be seen from Figure 15, the rate of increase in total deposits is 

parallel to the rate of increase in total assets. Even if the rate of increase in total 

deposits was almost at the same level with the inflation rate in 2003, along with 

the declining inflation rate, the rate of increase in total deposits surpassed the 

inflation rate in the following years. 

 

Turkish banks which struggled with the high and chronic inflation and operated 

in an instable economic environment before 2000’s moved away from their 

basic role as financial intermediaries. Turkish banks preferred to invest in 

government bonds which are safer and less risky as compared to credit to 

private sector. Together with the transition to strong economy program, the 

interest rates reduced. In Figure 16, different types of loan interest rates are 

given. As a result of the decrease in the interest rates, banking sector started to 

facilitate its basic role of intermediary.  
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Figure 16: The Loan Interest Rates in the Turkish Banking Sector 
Source: www.tcmb.gov.tr 

 

The total loans of the analyzed 28 banks were 45 billion TL in 2002, whereas it 

is 490 billion TL in 2010. Regarding the ownership status, the share of the total 

loans of the state banks was 21 %, private banks, foreign banks and the foreign 

bank branches that operate in Turkey was 75 %, 3 %, 1 % in 2002 respectively. 

The share of the total loans of the state banks and foreign banks increased to 30 

% and %16 respectively in 2010. The share of the private banks decreased to 

53 %. The share of the foreign banks that operate in Turkey fell under 1 %. 

Total loans of the 28 banks analyzed are shown in Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17: Total Loans of the 28 Banks Analyzed  
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As it can be seen in Figure 18, when the rate of increase in total loans of the 28 

banks is examined, the rate of the increase in total loans stay under the inflation 

rate only in 2009. The consumer price index was at 6.3 % in 2009. The rate of 

the increase in total loans was 3.61 % in 2009. Since Turkish economy 

shrinked by 4.8 % in 2009 as a result of the global financial crisis, the 

slowdown in the rate of increase in the total loans was regular. Turkish 

economy started to recover in 2010 and the rate of the increase in the total 

loans was 34 % in 2010. 

 

 

Figure 18: A Comparison of CPI and the Growth Rate of Total Loans of the 28 Banks 

Analyzed 

 

High rate of increases was realized in the total loans in the period of 2002-2010 

except 2009. As a result of the Central Bank’s decision about the reduction in 

the interest rates, the loan interest rates decreased as a common practice. Banks 

implemented the policy of giving larger amounts of loans order to finance the 

increasing consumption and investment expenses due to the low interest rates. 

In order to reach more customers, banks expanded their network of branches. 

In Table 2 the number of bank branches of the 28 banks is shown annually 

regarding the ownership status. 
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Table 2: The Number of Branches of the 28 Banks Analyzed 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

State Banks 2,019 1,971 2,149 2,035 2,149 2,203 2,416 2,530 2,744 

Private Banks 3,272 3,369 3,530 3,624 3,581 3,624 4,289 4,389 4,581 

Foreign Banks 165 174 198 383 1,062 1,726 2,003 2,031 2,070 

Foreign Bank 

Branches in 

Turkey 31 28 7 7 7 12 29 29 24 

 

The private banks which have the highest number of network branches in 2002 

still take the first position in 2010. Both the state banks and the private banks 

implemented the policy of increasing their branch number during the analysis 

period. However, the noteworthy increase in the bank branch number is 

realized in terms of foreign banks. This increase accelerated especially after 

2005. The reason for this is the change in the ownership status of the private 

banks to foreign banks due to the acquisition and establishment of the 

partnerships of some private banks by foreign investors. The graphical 

representation of the number of bank branches is shown in Figure 19. 

 

 

Figure 19: The Number of Branches of the 28 Banks Analyzed 

Source: The Banks Association of Turkey 

 

In the following chapter, in order to measure the efficiency of the banking 

sector, “other earning assets” in total assets except deposits are preferred to be 

used in the model. For this reason, “the fair value of the financial assets 
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through net profit and loss”, “net financial assets available for sale”, “money 

market placements”, “net assets held to maturity” and “net financial assets for 

hedging purposes” are aggregated under the name of “other earning assets”. 

The development of this variable in the banks’ portfolio regarding the 

ownership status can be seen in Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20: Other earning assets of the 28 banks Analyzed 

 

The total value of the other earning assets variable in the above figure for the 

28 banks was 85 billion TL in 2002, whereas it reached to a volume of 286 

billion TL in 2010. As it can be seen from Figure 20, the other earning asset 

variable for the state banks and the private banks is higher than the other bank 

groups. The mentioned variable was almost at the same level for the state 

banks and the private banks in 2002, but in 2010 the other earning assets for 

the state banks and the private banks were 117 billion TL and 162 billion TL, 

respectively. This difference resulted from the size of the financial assets which 

were available for sale was higher in private banks’ portfolio as compared to 

state banks’ portfolio. A serious increase in the size of the other earning assets 

variable was observed especially in 2009 and 2010. As compared to previous 

years, this variable increased by 20 % and 34 % in 2009 and 2010, 
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respectively. Along with the reduction in the interest rates resulted from the 

global financial crisis, the value of the other earning assets variable is increased 

in the bank’s portfolio. 

 

Financial crises in the Turkish banking sector have emphasized the importance 

of equity once again. Banks and BRSA’s efforts in protecting the strong equity 

structure continue after the 2001 economic crisis. BRSA prepared a working 

paper for the transition to Basel II in 2005 (BRSA, 2005). Turkish banks are 

implementing Quantitative Impact Studies in order to get ready for the Basel II 

exactly. From the equity performance framework, the share of the government 

bonds is higher in the Turkish banks’ portfolio. Since the risk of these 

instruments is zero, the capital adequacy ratio for the Turkish banking sector is 

at high levels. In Table 3, the capital adequacy ratio of the Turkish banking 

sector is given:  

 

Table 3: Capital Adequacy Ratio of the Turkish Banking Sector 

Years 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

Capital Adequacy Ratio (%) 22.2 18.9 18.0 20.5 19.0 

Minimum Capital Ratio (%) 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 
Source: These ratios are taken from the results of the QIS studies held by BRSA.  

 

When the equity of the 28 banks is analyzed, the total number was 22 billion 

TL in 2002, whereas it reached to 114 billion in 2010. In Figure 21, equities of 

the banks are given regarding the ownership status. The share of the equities of 

the state banks, private banks, foreign banks and the foreign bank branches that 

operate in Turkey were 30%, 65%, 4% and 2%, respectively. Whereas, the 

mentioned shares decreased to 26 %, 58 % and 1 % for the state banks, private 

banks and the branches of foreign banks that operate in Turkey, respectively. 

The foreign banks’ share increased to 15 %.  
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Figure 21: Equities of the 28 Banks Analyzed 

 

In Figure 22, the net profits of the 28 banks are shown regarding their 

ownership status. The net profits of the banking sector were 11.7 billion TL in 

2008. It reached a volume of 18.3 billion TL and 20.5 billion TL in 2009 and 

2010, respectively. Especially the increase in the net profits of the private 

banks is higher as compared to state banks and foreign banks.  

 

 

Figure 22: Net Profits of the 28 Banks Analyzed 
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At the end of the year 2009, the profitability of the Turkish banking sector was 

criticized because of earning high profits despite the global financial crisis. 

Since the share of the government bonds in Turkish banks’ portfolio is high, 

the capital gain through the government bonds increased due to the decrease in 

the interest rates. It was argued that this high volume of profits were artificial 

profits since it was gained through government bonds. The basic earnings of 

the banks consist of loan and commission income. However, banks are 

criticized for being extremely cautious in lending in the global crisis.  On the 

other hand, as a result of the active control system and the risk management 

policies regulated after the 2001 crisis, Turkish banking sector is less affected 

from the global financial crisis. Turkish banking sector was more resistant to 

the risks through high capital adequacy ratios. As a result of the lessons learned 

after the 2001 crisis, by the help of the active control system and risk 

management practices, Turkish banking sector was less affected from the 

global credit crisis in 2009 compared to the foreign banking sector.  

 

Since this thesis analyzes the profit efficiency of the banking sector, we need to 

mention the concepts of the rate of return on assets and the rate of return on 

equities. When the profitability of equities regarding the ownership status of 

the banks are examined during the 2002-2009 period, the rate of return on 

equities of the analyzed banks are shown in Table 4:  

 

Table 4: The Rate of Return on Equities between the Years of 2002-2010 (%) 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

State banks    

0.16     

            

0.19     

            

0.27     

            

0.22          0.25     

            

0.27     

            

0.23     

            

0.27     

            

0.23     

Private 

Banks 

            

0.18     

            

0.14     

            

0.10     

            

0.04     

            

0.17     

            

0.20     

            

0.16     

            

0.19     

            

0.18     

Foreign 

Banks 

            

0.04     

            

0.08     

            

0.09     

            

0.15     

            

0.22     

            

0.16     

            

0.10     

            

0.13     

            

0.11     

Foreign 

Bank 

Branches in 

Turkey 

            

0.11     

            

0.13     

            

0.10     

            

0.16     

        

0.00     

            

0.10     

            

0.12     

            

0.16     

            

0.10     
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Graphical representation of the profitability of the equities can be seen in 

Figure 23. This chart shows that during the period 2002-2010, state owned 

banks were the best performing group in terms of returns on equity among all 

banks that have been analyzed. Both the profitability of the state-owned banks 

and the private banks decreased in 2005 as a result of the decrease in the 

profits. Equity profitability for all the bank groups has decreased in 2008. The 

mentioned decrease is a result of the effects of the financial crisis experienced 

in the last quarter of the year. In 2009, the profitability of the entire bank 

groups has increased as compared to the previous year. 

 
Figure 23: Rate of Return on Equities of the Analyzed Banks Regarding Ownership 

Status 

 

Consequently, when the profitability of the banks’ equity is examined, state-

owned banks show the best performance as compared to the other analyzed 

banks. The highest rate of return on equity (ROE) belongs to the state banks in 

the period of 2002-2010. The foreign banks have higher ROE in the period of 

2004-2008 as compared to private banks. However, along with the start of the 

global financial crisis, the rate of return on equities of the foreign banks 

decreased and private banks with domestic capital seem to be in a better 

situation. It can be seen that the branches of the foreign banks that operate in 
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Turkey showed their worst performance in terms of ROE in mid-2006. After 

2006 the ROE of the mentioned banks started to increase and they reached to 

the same level of the foreign banks’ ROE.  

 

When the profitability of assets regarding the ownership status of the banks is 

examined during the 2002-2009 period, the return on asset rates (ROA) of the 

analyzed banks are shown in Table 5:  

 

Table 5: The Rate of Return on Assets between the Years of 2002-2010 (%) 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

State 

banks 1.557 2.154 2.509 2.305 2.604 2.759 1.88 2.558 2.308 

Private 

Banks 2.409 2.122 1.67 0.524 1.753 2.438 1.753 2.414 2.353 

Foreign 

Banks 0.858 2.088 1.67 2.361 2.417 1.978 1.264 1.784 1.468 

Foreign 

Bank 

Branches 

in Turkey 1.659 2.694 1.844 2.291 0.065 1.345 1.823 4.076 1.524 

 

 

Figure 24:  The Rate of Return on Assets of the 28 Analyzed Banks in the Sector 

 

The sector’s asset profitability had a tendency to increase starting from the year 

2002 but the asset profitability showed higher volatility after 2004 as it can be 

seen from Figure 24. The rate of return on assets (ROA) for all the bank groups 
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except state banks decreased in 2004. The ROA of the private banks and 

foreign banks declined to its lowest value in 2005 and 2006, respectively. 

Moreover, ROA in the 2007-2010 period is similar for all the bank groups 

except the branches of the foreign banks that operate in Turkey. The asset 

profitability increased for all bank groups in 2008-2009. This result is common 

since the sector realized very high volume of profits in 2009. But, the rate of 

return on assets decreased in 2010 as compared to the previous year. 
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CHAPTER V 

 

 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS 

 

In this chapter of the thesis, development of the profit efficiency scores of the 

Turkish banks is examined after the restructuring program prepared by BRSA 

in 2002. Initially, the data and the variables used in the analysis are discussed. 

Later, the efficiency scores estimated are explained and discussed with respect 

to the ownership status and the size of assets of the banks in the following 

sections of this chapter.   

5.1. The Scope of the Empirical Analysis 

The commercial banks in our sample are selected according to their availability 

within the years 2002-2009. The banks are categorized in 3 groups. These 

groups include publicly funded banks, privately funded banks and foreign 

funded banks that have opened branches in Turkey. Those banks which were 

active within the years 2002-2009 are included in the analysis, while Türkiye 

İmar Bankası TAŞ and Unicredit Banca di Roma S.P.A. have been excluded 

from the analysis because of their liquidation. The ownership status of some of 

the banks has changed and some of the banks have been subject to mergers 

throughout the period 2002-2009. Since Fiba Bank AŞ has only been active in 

2002 and it has merged with Finans Bank AŞ in the following year; the Fiba 

Bank AŞ is included in the analysis. Similarly, as Koçbank AŞ was overturned 

to Yapı ve Kredi Bank AŞ, Koçbank AŞ is excluded. Likewise, assets and 

liabilities of Ak Uluslararası Bankası AŞ have been overturned to Akbank TAŞ 

in 2005 so Ak Uluslararası Bankası AŞ for the period of 2002-2005 is also 

excluded. Since Deutsche Bank AŞ was not authorized to accept deposits 

between the years of 2002-2004, the total deposit value was 0; hence it is 
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excluded from the analysis. Credit Suisse First Boston Turkey Istanbul 

Headquarters has begun a process of liquidation upon the decision made by 

BRSA in 2003, and it is excluded from the aforementioned banks. Adabank AŞ 

had a total deposit value of 0 following the year 2005 so it is excluded from the 

analysis. JPMorgan Chase Bank N.A is also excluded from the analysis since it 

had a total credit value of 0 throughout the whole analysis period. Pamukbank 

AŞ and Bayındırbank AŞ were pursued by SDIF in 2002.  Later, the mentioned 

banks joined under the name of Birleşik Fon Bankası AŞ in 2005. The share of 

the assets of the SDIF banks over the assets of the analyzed 28 banks was 5 % 

in 2002; while the mentioned ratio declined to 0.1 % in 2009. The SDIF banks 

have been classified as the banks with deteriorated financial structure and 

profit performances so that the SDIF banks are also excluded from the analysis. 

Development and investment banks are not included in the analysis as they are 

not able to collect deposits and have a small share in the market. Since the 

participation banks disregard interest in their transactions, it was considered to 

be not legitimate to compare the performance of the commercial banks and the 

participation banks. Finally, a total of 28 banks that were active between the 

period of 2002-2009 are used in the analysis and the number of banks 

regarding ownership status is shown in Table 6. Similarly, the number of banks 

regarding asset size is shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 6: The Number of Banks Regarding the Ownership Status 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

State Banks 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Private Banks 16 16 16 15 13 10 10 10 

Foreign Banks 3 3 4 5 7 10 10 10 

Foreign Banks Branches 6 6 5 5 5 5 5 5 

 

Table 7: The Number of Banks Regarding the Asset Size 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Large Scale Banks 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Medium Scale Banks 11 12 9 10 10 11 10 9 

Small Scale Banks 10 9 12 11 11 10 11 12 
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5.2 Data and Definition of the Variables 

The data used between the years 2002-2009 is obtained from the database of 

the Banks Association of Turkey. Since this study aims at measuring the 

effectiveness of banking activities, nonconsolidated balance sheets are used as 

the data source. The consolidated balance sheet not only includes the banks 

data but also includes the data of the affiliate institutions. Since, evaluating the 

banks profit efficiency using consolidated balance sheets would not reflect the 

banks performances from the banking transactions, the nonconsolidated 

balance sheets used in gathering the data.  

 

Another important issue that needs to be taken into account in the financial 

reports is related to the inflation regulations. In accordance with the disinflation 

program that has been put in use between 2002 and 2005 “The Accounting 

Standard in Relation to the Regulation of Financial Reports in Times of 

Inflation” (“MUY 14”) was initiated in June 1st, 2002. MUY 14 requires 

regulation of the financial reports to be prepared in accordance with the high 

inflation and this regulation has to be revised with regard to the purchasing 

power of money at the date of the preparation of the balance sheet. Also the 

balance sheets belonging to the previous terms have to be corrected. BRSA 

published a Statement in April 28th, 2005 and stated that the inflation 

accounting activities within the banking system to be halted. The financial 

reports issued within the aforementioned period are the reports that have been 

corrected in terms of inflation regulations. The empirical analysis of this thesis 

is based on the data taken from the mentioned financial reports, thus subject to 

inflation accounting between the years 2002-2005. 

 

Model selection for the analysis is carried in line with the literature reviewed in 

Chapter II. The intermediation approach adopted in this study accepts the main 

function of banking system as mediating borrowed and lent funds.  

Intermediation approach assumes that the deposit and other resources as the 

bank’s input and the credit and other assets as the bank’s outputs. 
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The aim of this study is to measure the profit efficiencies of 28 banks between 

the years 2002-2009. This study presents banks as multi-product firms that 

produce outputs and use inputs. The net profit will be used as a dependent 

variable in order to measure  the profit efficiency, and the effect of the 

independent variables on the dependent variable will be measured. The 

interaction terms between the independent variables will also be included in the 

model. 

 

The dependent variable used in the analysis is the net profit. The net profit 

variable is calculated by adding the net profits through banking operations to 

the commercial net profits and subtracting the tax provisions. There are 4 

output variables used in this study. The first one is the total deposits. The 

second variable is the total loans. The total loans variable is found by 

subtracting the private provisions from the sum of short, medium and long term 

loans. The third variable used in the study is the other earning assets. The other 

earning assets variable is taken as the sum of the following variables; financial 

assets at fair value through profit or loss, debts from the money markets, net 

financial assets available for sale and net investments to be kept until the due 

date. The last output variable included in the model is the financial equity 

variable.  

 

There are several factors affecting the inclusion of the equity capital in the 

model. Risk capital first of all is a reflection of administrative risk preferences 

in settling maximization and minimization issues.  In face of financial shocks, 

risk-averse directors may be inclined to prefer a higher degree of equity than 

that of cost minimizing level. Accordingly, if risk preference is unaccounted 

for, this might result in labeling a bank that normally exhibits ideal conduct as 

inefficient. In addition, a higher degree of equity connotes lower default risk. 

In return, the mentioned default risk can influence the cost and profit of the 

bank via the increased risk premium. Considering the high risks of insolvency 

in terms of in-active loans, inclusion of equity proves to be very important in 
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the model. In addition, Berger and Mester (1997) also point out the fact that the 

inclusion of equity in the analysis distinguishes the bank’s dependence on 

borrowed funds; hence prominent banks in the sector generally are more 

dependent on borrowed funds compared to the others. Lastly, equity stands as 

an alternative solution to deposits in terms of funding loans and investments, 

and as a result of that fact, it may have a profound influence on costs and 

profits. Because equity financing is usually seen as a rather costly alternative in 

terms of funding assets, in the event of negligence, the inefficiency scores for 

banks that are fairly dependent on equity may be subject to prejudice (Yıldırım 

and Philippatos, 2007). 

 

Price variables are also employed in the model. Similar to the output variables 

selection, price variables are chosen in line with the reviewed literature. As 

capital and labor data are used for producing the output variables, several 

assumptions are made regarding the prices of the inputs. The first price 

variable in this study is the price of labor. The approach used by Işık and 

Hassan (2002b) is adopted in calculating this price variable. In order to 

calculate the price of labor, the personnel expenditure is divided by the number 

of employees so that the amount spent for one personnel is found. The second 

price variable used in the study is the price of the physical capital, the approach 

used in the Maudos (2002) is adopted in calculating this price variable. 

Initially, personnel expenditures are subtracted from non-interest expenses. 

Later on, the found result is divided by the corrected fixed assets variable. The 

non-interest expenses are found by adding provisions for impairment of loans 

and receivables to the other operation expenses. The corrected fixed assets 

variable is found by adding the fixed assets to non-fixed assets. The third price 

variable is the price of the financial capital. The approach in Maudos (2002) is 

once again used in calculating this variable. This variable is found by dividing 

the total interest expenses by total deposits.  
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5.3. Empirical Model for Profit Efficiency  

Different profit functions are used in the literature in calculating profit 

efficiency. As stated in the theoretical background (Chapter II), the alternative 

profit function which is suggested by the literature that yields better results in 

calculating profit efficiency is used in this study. The functional form of the 

profit function is given in Eq(14): 

P=P(y,w,z,u,e)  (14) 

The translog profit frontier model is used in this study. The initial step is to 

calculate the logarithms of all the variables in the model. The dependent 

variable is the net profits in the model. Profit values for some years might be 

negative and it is not possible to take logarithm of the negative values, so a 

transformation is made on the profit variable. The absolute value of the 

minimum value of profits is added to all the banks profits. Constant “a” in 

Equation (15) represents that adjustment. 

ln(P+a)=f(y,w,z)+ln(u)-ln(e)  (15) 

(a>0) 

The ln(u)-ln(e) constitutes a composite error term. The stochastic frontier 

analysis which is going to be used in the prediction of the model is a 

parametric method and contains the error term within the model. Different 

assumptions are made regarding the distribution of the error term and different 

methods are named accordingly. In this study, the ln(u) part of the composite 

error term measures the deviations from the efficient frontier and displays the 

inefficiencies. It is assumed to be distributed as half normally, which is an 

asymmetrical distribution. The ln(e) which signifies the model’s random error 

term is assumed to have a two-sided normal distribution with zero mean and 

2

e  variation.  

 

In order to prevent heteroscedasticity, scale biases and other estimation biases 

in the analysis, the profit variable and output variables of the model are 

normalized by equity capital. Consequently, the dependent variable in the 

profit function, after normalization, shows the rate of return on equity in 
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percentages, which is a signal of overall performance, thus making the model 

more meaningful. Additionally, all the input prices and the profit variable are 

normalized by the price of financial capital following Yıldırım and Phillippatos 

(2007). The translog profit function used in the study has the following form:  
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Following homogeneity and symmetry constraints are imposed on the translog 

profit function.  

3 3 3
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        (17) 

 

The output variables and input price variables used in the analysis are defined 

in Table 8: 

 

Table 8: The list of the variables used in the analysis 

y1 Total Deposits 

y2 Total Loans 

y3 Other Earning Assets 

Z Equity Capital 

w1 Price of Labor 

w2 Price of Physical Capital 

w3 Price of Financial Capital 
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As required by the stochastic frontier approach, the translog profit model stated 

above is estimated by using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The profit 

efficiency score calculation is evaluated as follows:  

 

 

 max max

exp , , exp(ln )

exp , , exp(ln )

ii
i

f y w z u aP
PROEFF

P f y w z u a

    
   

        (18) 

 

According to the alternative profit function, when the profit efficiency scores 

are calculated, the model is estimated by using MLE for each year. Later, the 

maximum value of the estimated profit variables for every year is taken as the 

maximum profit ( Pmax )  and the estimation of profit variables belonging to 

each bank is divided by the Pmax value. Therefore, the individual profit 

efficiency score belonging to each bank is calculated. 

 

STATA 11 is used in calculations for the empirical analysis. As stated 

previously, the above model is estimated by MLE for each year between 2002-

2009. In MLE estimations inclusion of all output and input variables as well as 

the interaction terms initially did not yield convergence. For this reason a 

Cobb-Douglas function is constructed and estimated. Later, other variables and 

interaction terms were added one by one. Variables causing errors in MLE 

estimation were excluded from the model for each year. Models estimated as a 

result of this selection process for each year and the variables used in these 

estimations can be viewed from Table 9 and Table 10. As can be seen from the 

tables, all the output variables and input price variables are included in 

estimated models for each year, only some of the interaction terms are 

excluded.  

 

Table 9 displays the output variables, input price variables and interaction 

terms that are used in the translog profit models. A detailed list of variables is 

shown below to explain which variables are included in the model.  
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Table 9: The Codes for the Output Variables and the Interaction Terms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10: The Variables Included in the Model with respect to Years 

Years 
Dependent 

Variable 
The Independent Variables In The Model  

2002 lnpro2 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 b11 b12 b22 e1 

e2 e3 

2003 lnpro3 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 b12 b22 b23 d2 

e1 e2 e3 f1 

2004 lnpro4 
a2 b1 b2 b3 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 b23 b33 d1 e2 e3 

f1 f2 

2005 lnpro5 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 b12 b22 b23 b33 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 

c23 e2 e3 f1 f2 

2006 lnpro6 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 b22 b23 b33 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 d2 

f1 f2 

2007 lnpro7 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 b11 b12 b22 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 d1 

e1 e2 f1 

2008 lnpro8 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 b11 b12 b23 b33 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 

c23 e1 e2 e3 f1 f2 

2009 lnpro9 
a1 a2 b1 b2 b3 b12  b13 b22 w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 

d2 

 

a1=log(w1/w3) c11=log(y1/z)*log(w1/w3) 

a2=log(w2/w3) c12=log(y2/z)*log(w1/w3) 

w11=1/2*log(w1/w3)*log(w1/w3) c21=log(y1/z)*log(w2/w3) 

w12=1/2*log(w1/w3)*log(w2/w3) c22=log(y2/z)*log(w2/w3) 

w22=1/2*log(w2/w3)*log(w2/w3) c13=log(y3/z)*log(w1/w3) 

b1=log(y1/z) c23=log(y3/z)*log(w2/w3) 

b2=log(y2/z) d1=log(z) 

b3=log(y3/z) d2=1/2*(d1^2) 

b11=1/2*log(y1/z)*log(y1/z) e1=log(y1/z)*d1 

b12=1/2*log(y1/z)*log(y2/z) e2=log(y2/z)*d1 

b13=1/2*log(y1/z)*log(y3/z) e3=log(y3/z)*d1 

b22=1/2*log(y2/z)*log(y2/z) f1=log(w1/w3)*d1 

b23=1/2*log(y2/z)*log(y3/z) f2=log(w2/w3)*d1 

b33=1/2*log(y3/z)*log(y3/z) 
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Table 10 presents the model used for each year for the period 2002-2009. The 

estimates of each model are tested at 0.05 level of significance. The maximum 

likelihood estimations of the models given in Table 9 are presented in 

Appendix I. After the maximum likelihood estimation, as it is shown in 

equation 22, the estimated profit value for every bank is divided to the 

maximum value of the estimated profit value so that the efficiency scores are 

obtained. This calculation is repeated for every year in the analysis period. 

Efficiency scores calculated for 28 banks included in the analysis for each year 

are presented in Appendix II.   

5.4. Empirical Results 

The profit efficiency of the Turkish banking sector between the years of 2002-

2009 and the efficiency scores of the 28 participating banks have been 

calculated using the stochastic frontier analysis. The average profit efficiency 

scores calculated for each year can be seen in Figure 25 below. During the 

evaluation period, the profit efficiency scores display major increases and 

decreases. The average of the profit efficiency scores was around 52 % in 2002 

and it has risen to 81 % in 2009. The economic interpretation of the profit 

efficiency score is as follows. A bank with 81% profit efficiency is losing 19 % 

of its potential profit due to the managerial failure to select the accurate input 

quantities and output prices.  

 

Figure 25: Average Profit Efficiency Scores  
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The average of all banks’ efficiency score is 52 % at the beginning of the 

analysis period and it has risen to 81 % at the end of the analysis period. It is 

quite evident that there is an improvement in the efficiency scores of all bank 

groups. 

 

After the 2001 restructuring program, the financial discipline was attained, 

state owned banks are rehabilitated and together with the strict oversight of the 

supervisory authority, the improvements in the banking sector are taking effect. 

The increase in the efficiency score from 52 % in 2002 to 81 % in 2003 also 

confirms the success of the program in the early years. On the other hand, the 

average efficiency score of the sector decreased to 68 % at the end of 2004. 

Also the rate of return on assets decreased in the same year. The efficiency 

score increased to 86 % in 2005 but it had a tendency to decrease until 2007. 

The score realized at 67 % in 2007 and in the following year it started to 

increase and realized at 71 % and 81 % in 2008 and 2009, respectively. When 

the data of 28 banks is examined along with the increase in the rate of return on 

assets and the rate of return on equities, the mentioned increase in the 

efficiency score seems to be normal. Moreover, decline in the interest rates 

triggered the profitability of the Turkish banking sector in 2008 and 2009. 

5.4.1. Profit Efficiency Scores According to Ownership Status 

The analyzed banks are grouped regarding their ownership status in order to 

interpret which bank group performs better compared to others. Average of 

profit efficiency has been calculated for every group and listed in Table 11. 

The highest score of the related year is shown with red and the lowest one is 

blue. 
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Table 11: Profit Efficiency Scores According to the Ownership Status 

 OWNERSHIP STATUS  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

STATE BANKS 49% 83% 87% 88% 90% 93% 77% 91% 

PRIVATE BANKS 62% 83% 68% 84% 79% 70% 72% 84% 

FOREIGN BANKS 40% 56% 60% 89% 75% 60% 67% 79% 

FOREIGN BANK 

BRANCHES IN TURKEY 32% 88% 65% 88% 68% 57% 63% 74% 

AVERAGE OF ALL 

BANKS (*) 52% 81% 68% 86% 78% 67% 70% 81% 

(*) The average profit efficiency scores in Figure 25 are grouped regarding the ownership status. 

Table 11 shows that, the banks with the highest profit efficiency scores belong 

to different ownership group each year between 2002 and 2005. Private banks 

have the highest profit efficiency score in 2002. In 2003, the highest efficiency 

score belongs to the foreign bank branches in Turkey. State banks profit 

efficiency scores are the highest in 2004 and the foreign banks take the 

leadership in the year 2005. Starting from 2006 until the end of 2009, state 

banks have the highest profit efficiency scores. The average efficiency score 

for state banks is 88% in the mentioned period. The banks with the highest 

profit efficiency score between the years 2003 and 2005 are the ones other than 

the state banks. However, the efficiency scores of the state banks in the 

mentioned years are quite close to the highest score. It is outstanding that the 

state banks have generally higher profit efficiency scores compared to the other 

bank groups.  

 

The lowest efficiency score belongs to the branches of the foreign banks which 

was 32 % in 2002. The scores of the mentioned group are realized as 56 % and 

60 % in 2003 and 2004, respectively. Since foreign partnerships and 

acquisitions started in the Turkish banking sector in 2005, the efficiency scores 

of the branches of foreign banks that operate in Turkey started to increase. The 

lowest score belongs to the private banks in 2005, but it should be noted that 

the lowest score (84 %) and the highest score (89 %) are very close to each 

other in this year. During 2006-2009, branches of the foreign banks that 

operate in Turkey have the lowest efficiency scores. In the mentioned period, 
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these banks incurred losses and they are affected from the global financial 

crisis in 2008 and 2009, for this reason low efficiency scores for this bank 

group is reasonable. Change in the efficiency scores from 2002 to 2009 for 

every bank group is shown in Table 12. The highest efficiency scores are 

shown with red. 

Table 12: Comparison of the Efficiency Scores of 2002 and 2009 According to the 

Ownership Status 

 OWNERSHIP STATUS  2002 2009 Difference 

STATE BANKS 49% 91% 42 

PRIVATE BANKS 62% 84% 22 

FOREIGN BANKS 40% 79% 39 

FOREIGN BANK BRANCHES IN TURKEY 32% 74% 42 

AVERAGE OF ALL BANKS 52% 81% 29 

 

As it can be seen from Table 12, the largest change in the efficiency scores is 

realized for the state banks and the branches of foreign banks that operate in 

Turkey. Since the average efficiency score of the branches of the foreign banks 

that operate in Turkey was very low in 2002, the difference of the efficiency 

scores for this group of banks between 2002 and 2009 seems to be high. 

However, efficiency scores of the branches of the foreign banks that operate in 

Turkey are the lowest in 2009. The foreign banks take the second place in the 

change in the efficiency scores from 2002 to 2009. The increase in the foreign 

capital in the sector leads to the partnerships and acquisitions. However, as it 

can be seen from the analysis results, the improvement in the efficiency scores 

of the private banks is better than the foreign banks after 2005. The yearly 

development of the profit efficiency scores obtained through the analysis can 

be seen from the graph below. 
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Figure 26: Comparison of the Average Profit Efficiency Scores According to the 

Ownership Status 

As it can be seen from Figure 26, the efficiency scores of state banks increased 

34 percentage points from 2002 to 2003. There has not been any noticeable 

decrease in the following years, except for the year of 2008. State banks have 

shown better performance in profit efficiency scores for 5 years, out of 8 years 

in the sample in comparison to the other bank groups. When the change in the 

profit efficiency scores of other bank groups is examined; it can be noted that 

the decrease/ increase tendencies of the profit efficiency scores of the bank 

groups are quite similar except for the state banks. The profit efficiency scores 

of foreign bank branches were below of the private banks in all years except 

2005. When the profit efficiency scores of foreign bank branches operating in 

Turkey and foreign funded banks are compared until 2005, each year a 

different group takes the first place. However, after 2005, the efficiency scores 

of foreign banks are higher than the efficiency scores of foreign bank branches 

operating in Turkey and thereafter their scores followed a similar path. 

5.4.2. Profit Efficiency Scores According To Asset Size 

In this section banks are organized and ranked according to the size of their 

assets in order to interpret which bank group performs better compared to 

others. Among the 28 banks used in the analysis; banks with 5% or more asset 

size are labeled as “large scale banks”. The ones between 5% and 1% are 
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labeled as “medium scale banks” and the ones below 1% are labeled as “small 

scale banks”.  The profit efficiency scores for these three groups of banks can 

be seen in Table 13. The highest efficiency scores are shown with red and the 

lowest ones are blue. 

 

Table 13: Profit Efficiency Scores of the Analyzed Banks Regarding the Asset Size 

  2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

LARGE SCALE BANKS  60% 83% 75% 78% 85% 83% 75% 87% 

MEDIUM SCALE BANKS  59% 84% 72% 89% 87% 76% 72% 84% 

SMALL SCALE BANKS  37% 77% 62% 88% 64% 45% 64% 76% 

AVERAGE OF ALL BANKS 52% 81% 68% 86% 78% 67% 70% 81% 

 

In years 2003, 2005 and 2006 the bank group with the highest average profit 

efficiency scores is the medium scale banks. In 2002 and 2004 and after 2007, 

large scale banks have a higher average of profit efficiency score in 

comparison to other bank groups. In Table 14, the change in the efficiency 

scores from 2002 to 2009 according to bank asset size is shown. The largest 

change in the efficiency scores is realized for the small scale banks. However, 

the efficiency score of the small scale banks is low in 2002, so that the 

difference of the scores between 2002 and 2009 seems to be high. The highest 

efficiency scores belong to the large scale banks both in 2002 and 2009. The 

highest efficiency scores are shown with red. 

Table 14: Comparison of the Efficiency Scores of 2002 and 2009 Regarding the Asset Size 

  2002 2009 Difference 

LARGE SCALE BANKS  60% 87% 27 

MEDIUM SCALE BANKS  59% 84% 25 

SMALL SCALE BANKS  37% 76% 39 

AVERAGE OF ALL BANKS  52% 81% 29 

 

The graphical representation of the efficiency scores of the banks regarding the 

asset size during 2002-2009 is shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27: Comparison of the Average Profit Efficiency Scores According to the Asset 

Size 

As it can be seen from the graph above, the lowest profit efficiency scores 

belong to the small scale banks, with the exception of 2005. Although it seems 

that the profit efficiency scores of larger scale banks are higher than that of 

medium scale ones in the last few years of the analysis period, it should be 

noted that the average values of the scores are quite close. 

5.4.3 A Discussion about the Empirical Results 

One of the aims of this study was to see the impact of the 2001 restructuring 

program on the efficiency of the banking sector and the results of the previous 

analysis showed that the profit efficiency of the sector increased in general. 

The average profit efficiency score of the 28 banks is 52 % in 2002, whereas it 

increased to 81 % in 2009. The economic interpretation of the profit efficiency 

score is as follows; 28 banks that are subjected to analysis are losing 48 % of 

their profits in 2002 due to excessive expenses and inadequate incomes. 

Whereas, due to the improvement in the efficiency scores during the analysis 

period, these 28 banks lose only 19 % of their profits due to the excessive 

expenses and inadequate income in 2009. 
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The analysis also showed that the state banks are more efficient compared to 

other bank groups in terms of the ownership status. Moreover, the analysis 

results indicated that large scale banks are more efficient as compared to other 

bank groups. If it is considered that the state banks are large scale banks, these 

two results are compatible with each other.  

 

The Banking Sector Restructuring Program was put in force in May 2001 in 

order to provide a strong structure for the banks in terms of their financial 

conditions and the profitability performance. The objectives of the program 

were; restructuring of the state banks, rehabilitation of the private banking 

system, strengthening supervision and audit framework and increasing the 

efficiency in the sector. As a part of the program, state-owned banks' capital 

structures were reinforced, duty loss receivables were paid and the 

arrangements which would cause new duty losses were removed and the short-

term obligations were liquidated. These banks were restructured from the 

operational perspective and a professional top management was hired and the 

number of branches and staff were decreased to competitive levels. State-

owned banks rehabilitated as a result of these improvements and according to 

our analysis the most profitable banks are state owned banks after 2006.  

 

The analysis of this thesis features an assessment of the profitability according 

to the ownership status of banks as well. It is found that the efficiency scores of 

state banks are generally higher than that of the other banks. Additionally, a 

comparison is made in terms of the asset size of the banks and it is observed 

that the large scale banks are more efficient than other bank groups. Since total 

assets of state banks constitute 34 % of the total assets of the analyzed 28 

banks, regarding the size of assets of the banks, the result of the analysis is also 

consistent. Overall profit efficiency scores are on average 52 % in 2002, the 

average scores are increased to 81 % in 2009. It is quite evident that there is an 

improvement in the efficiency scores of all bank groups. 
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There are lots of studies in the literature about efficiency analysis. The studies 

differ regarding the inputs and outputs, time dimension, assumptions and the 

approaches used in the studies. Kaya and Doğan (2005) analyze the Turkish 

banking sector efficiency regarding the asset size by using Data Envelopment 

Analysis and calculate efficiency scores for 2002-2004. In this thesis 

Stochastic Frontier Analysis is used. However, the studies in the literature 

reveal the fact that the efficiency scores obtained by these two methods are 

very similar. Kaya and Doğan (2005) state that large scale banks operate more 

efficiently than small scale banks. Furthermore, efficiency increases in 

association with the size of the bank. Findings of this thesis also confirm that 

large scale banks perform better than the other bank groups.  
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CHAPTER VI 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Turkish banking sector failed to achieve a sustainable growth since it was 

operating in an unstable macroeconomic environment until the 2000’s. The 

sector was seriously affected from the 1994, November 2000 and February 

2001 crises. During the crisis of February 2001 the need for restructuring the 

Turkish banking sector appeared and Banking Sector Restructuring Program 

was implemented in this context. Significant gains have been achieved in 

Turkish banking sector, as a result of this program. The program ensured 

transparency in the sector and banks strengthened their capital. The increases in 

the volume of loans and deposits, when banks were able to focus on their 

intermediation function, led the assets of the banking sector to grow. In parallel 

to this asset growth, the Turkish banking sector's profitability was also 

significantly increased. 

 

The recovery of the Turkish economy’s macroeconomic balances after 2002 

positively affected the Turkish banking sector as well. Financial restructuring 

resulted in strengthening of the financial structures, upgrading of assets quality, 

rising profitability, diminishing of the financial risk such as liquidity risk, 

interest risk and exchange rate risk to a great extent. 

 

In 2008, the global financial crisis started in US and spread rapidly throughout 

the world with the affect of globalization. Especially, the European countries 

were affected from the crisis seriously. After the restructuring in 2002 Turkish 

banking sector was less affected from the global financial crisis compared to 

the other countries. The basic reason for this is the experiences of the Turkish 

banking sector from the 2001 crisis and the success of the restructuring 
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program. As a result of tight supervision and audit implementation, staying 

away from the risky financial instruments and having high capital adequacy 

ratios, Turkish banking sector was guarded against the possible liquidity 

crunches. Since Turkish economy dealt with high inflation rates and 

macroeconomic instabilities quite recently, Turkish banking sector also stayed 

away from the mortgage loans which were long term investment instruments. 

The mortgage based securities i.e. “toxic assets” was not included in the 

Turkish banks’ portfolios. This also prevented the sector to be seriously 

affected from the global financial crisis.  

 

At the end of the year 2009, Turkish banking sector experienced high profit 

rates despite the global financial crisis. Since the share of the government 

bonds in the Turkish banks’ portfolio is high, the capital gains through the 

government bonds are observed due to declining interest rates during the global 

crisis. Banks were criticized for obtaining high profits in the crisis period and it 

was argued that these high profits are artificial since it was gained by the 

government bonds. The basic revenue of the banks consisted of the loan and 

commission income; therefore banks are criticized for being cautious in 

lending in the year 2009.  

 

It is important to ensure the efficiency and sustainability in the banking sector, 

so that banks could contribute to the growth environment and fulfill their role 

in allocation of resources. When this important mission of the banks is 

considered the question of “How efficiently the banking sector is operating?” 

comes into mind. For this reason, the profit efficiency of Turkish banks after 

the restructuring program is examined in this study, especially focusing on the 

bank ownership status and the asset size. 

 

Profit efficiency of 28 banks that operate in the sector is analyzed during the 

period 2002-2009 using Stochastic Frontier Analysis. The net profits of the 

banks are considered as the dependent variable and total deposits, total loans, 
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total other earning assets are used as output variables. As input prices the price 

of physical capital and financial capital and the price of labor are used. 

Translog profit function model and the alternative profit function are adopted 

in the analysis. The analysis results show that the profit efficiency of the 

Turkish banking sector is 52 % in 2002 and it is improved to 81 % in 2009. 

The profit efficiency scores of the sector are low for all the bank groups in 

2002 since the sector was affected adversely from the 2001 crisis. However, 

the profit efficiency scores started to increase after 2001 for all the bank 

groups. But state banks profit efficiency scores improved the most and are 

higher in general during the analysis period compared to other bank groups.  

 

Profit efficiency scores are also analyzed regarding the asset size of the banks. 

It is observed that the large scale banks efficiency scores are higher than the 

other bank groups. The branches of foreign banks that operate in Turkey have 

low efficiency scores in general during the analysis period compared to other 

bank groups. At the same time, the small scale banks profit efficiency scores 

are lower than the large and medium scale banks in the analysis period.  

 

The most important subjects of the restructuring program were reinforcing the 

capital structure of the state-owned banks, paying the duty loss receivables and 

removing the arrangements which would cause new duty losses. Also, the 

short-term obligations of the state banks were liquidated and the state banks 

were restructured from the operational perspective. A professional top 

management was hired and the number of branches and staff were decreased to 

rational levels. By the help of these arrangements the state banks performance 

improved and the analysis results showed that the most efficient bank group is 

state owned banks. Also large scale banks are the most efficient bank group as 

compared to medium and small scale banks. Since the total assets of state 

banks constitute 34 % of the total assets of the analyzed 28 banks, regarding 

the size of assets of the banks, the result of the analysis is also consistent.  
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Results of our analysis showed that profit efficiency scores rise to higher levels 

from 2002 to 2009. Although Turkish banking sector seems to be less affected 

from the global crisis compared to the European counterparts, declines in the 

profit rates in the coming periods are to be expected. Along with the decline in 

the interest rates, in order to control the expansion in the consumer loans and 

the current account deficit, Central Bank increased the required reserves of the 

banks. Since these measures increases the costs of the deposit of the banks, a 

deceleration in the profitability increase is expected. As a future research 

agenda expanding the analysis period of this study will help to see how this 

expected deceleration in the profits will affect the profit efficiency of the 

banking sector in the future. 
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APPENDICES 

 

APPENDIX I: Maximum Likelihood Estimation Results 

 

 

MLE Results of the year 2002 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     .0183553   .5864601                     -1.131085    1.167796
      sigma2     .0472893   .0129758                      .0218572    .0727213
     sigma_u     .0039909   .5818448                      3.2e-127    5.0e+121
     sigma_v     .2174243   .0293181                      .1669283    .2831955
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -11.04749   291.5873    -0.04   0.970    -582.5482    560.4532
    /lnsig2v    -3.051809   .2696852   -11.32   0.000    -3.580382   -2.523236
                                                                              
       _cons     -4.50648   1.263464    -3.57   0.000    -6.982823   -2.030137
          e3       .04031   .1123281     0.36   0.720    -.1798491    .2604691
          e2    -.0311262   .0990916    -0.31   0.753    -.2253422    .1630897
          e1    -.0634047   .1235281    -0.51   0.608    -.3055152    .1787059
         b22    -.1427206   .2669958    -0.53   0.593    -.6660228    .3805816
         b12     .6417761   .3596864     1.78   0.074    -.0631964    1.346749
         b11    -.6911248   .1920974    -3.60   0.000    -1.067629   -.3146208
         c23     .3469622   .2992898     1.16   0.246    -.2396351    .9335594
         c13    -.3792794   .2865011    -1.32   0.186    -.9408113    .1822524
         c22     .0880662   .3772598     0.23   0.815    -.6513494    .8274818
         c21    -.4360412   .2880768    -1.51   0.130    -1.000661    .1285789
         c12    -.2114503   .1908895    -1.11   0.268    -.5855868    .1626862
         c11     .5917425   .2079737     2.85   0.004     .1841216    .9993635
         w22    -.0816602     .11267    -0.72   0.469    -.3024894     .139169
         w12     .7239285   .2533359     2.86   0.004     .2273992    1.220458
         w11    -.6422683    .168501    -3.81   0.000    -.9725242   -.3120124
          b3     1.419851   1.561781     0.91   0.363    -1.641184    4.480886
          b2     1.069339   1.881359     0.57   0.570    -2.618057    4.756736
          b1    -1.286397    1.47795    -0.87   0.384    -4.183125    1.610331
          a2    -1.625747   .6777633    -2.40   0.016    -2.954138   -.2973552
          a1     2.625747   .6777633     3.87   0.000     1.297355    3.954138
                                                                              
      lnpro2        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro2]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro2]c11 + [lnpro2]c12 + [lnpro2]c21 + [lnpro2]c22 + [lnpro2]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro2]w11 + [lnpro2]w12 + [lnpro2]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro2]a1 + [lnpro2]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  2.9933927                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(17)   =     329.90
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

> straints(1,2,3)
>  b22  e1 e2 e3   if year==2002, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nolog con
. frontier  lnpro2 a1 a2 b1 b2 b3  w11 w12 w22  c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 b11 b12
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MLE Results of the year 2003 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     .0313565   .0459584                     -.0587203    .1214332
      sigma2     .0007903   .0002172                      .0003646    .0012159
     sigma_u      .000881   .0452942                      1.53e-47    5.07e+40
     sigma_v     .0280976   .0037907                      .0215692     .036602
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -14.06881   102.8197    -0.14   0.891    -215.5918    187.4541
    /lnsig2v    -7.144143   .2698209   -26.48   0.000    -7.672982   -6.615304
                                                                              
       _cons     -5.69337   .6191646    -9.20   0.000     -6.90691   -4.479829
          f1    -.0433262   .0067285    -6.44   0.000    -.0565139   -.0301386
          e3     .1141512   .0154628     7.38   0.000     .0838448    .1444577
          e2     .1692998   .0157276    10.76   0.000     .1384742    .2001254
          e1    -.1068421   .0167883    -6.36   0.000    -.1397466   -.0739375
          d2     .0146478   .0029048     5.04   0.000     .0089545    .0203411
         b23    -.0616897   .0688386    -0.90   0.370    -.1966108    .0732314
         b22    -.4496675   .0818884    -5.49   0.000    -.6101659   -.2891692
         b12    -1.041806   .1579633    -6.60   0.000    -1.351409    -.732204
         c23     .0546848   .0282859     1.93   0.053    -.0007545    .1101241
         c13     .1965863   .0391843     5.02   0.000     .1197865    .2733862
         c22     .1754662   .0431048     4.07   0.000     .0909823      .25995
         c21     .3111419   .0565902     5.50   0.000     .2002271    .4220566
         c12     .1517887   .0426328     3.56   0.000       .06823    .2353474
         c11    -.8896679   .0584101   -15.23   0.000    -1.004149   -.7751862
         w22    -.1656444   .0289453    -5.72   0.000    -.2223762   -.1089126
         w12     .2436051   .0723619     3.37   0.001     .1017783    .3854319
         w11    -.0779607    .051244    -1.52   0.128    -.1783971    .0224757
          b3    -2.698342    .372102    -7.25   0.000    -3.427648   -1.969035
          b2    -2.139824   .3176533    -6.74   0.000    -2.762414   -1.517235
          b1     6.543112   .4347107    15.05   0.000     5.691095     7.39513
          a2    -1.037434   .2163591    -4.79   0.000     -1.46149   -.6133777
          a1     2.037434   .2163591     9.42   0.000     1.613378     2.46149
                                                                              
      lnpro3        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro3]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro3]c11 + [lnpro3]c12 + [lnpro3]c21 + [lnpro3]c22 + [lnpro3]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro3]w11 + [lnpro3]w12 + [lnpro3]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro3]a1 + [lnpro3]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  60.283578                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(19)   =   41727.69
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

>  constraints(1,2,3)
> 2 b23 d2 e1 e2 e3 f1 if year==2003, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nolog
.  frontier  lnpro3 a1 a2 b1 b2 b3   w11 w12 w22 c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23 b12 b2
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MLE Results of the year 2004 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     1.88e-07   .3053464                     -.5984678    .5984682
      sigma2     .0359758   .0096149                      .0171308    .0548207
     sigma_u     3.57e-08   .3042926                             0           .
     sigma_v     .1896728   .0253461                      .1459682    .2464629
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -34.29449   1.70e+07    -0.00   1.000    -3.34e+07    3.34e+07
    /lnsig2v     -3.32491   .2672612   -12.44   0.000    -3.848732   -2.801088
                                                                              
       _cons    -24.63983   6.449624    -3.82   0.000    -37.28086    -11.9988
          f2     .3168094   .1012216     3.13   0.002     .1184187    .5152002
          f1    -.4661198   .1290194    -3.61   0.000    -.7189932   -.2132464
          e3    -.0055598   .0540037    -0.10   0.918    -.1114052    .1002856
          e2    -.3661255   .1168755    -3.13   0.002    -.5951974   -.1370537
          d1     2.632935   .6836913     3.85   0.000     1.292924    3.972945
         b33     .9327347   .2954723     3.16   0.002     .3536196     1.51185
         b23     2.359295   .5092022     4.63   0.000     1.361277    3.357313
         c23    -.7369943   .2349792    -3.14   0.002    -1.197545   -.2764435
         c13     .5347834   .4412235     1.21   0.225    -.3299987    1.399566
         c22     .1565146   .1550747     1.01   0.313    -.1474262    .4604554
         c21     .1992192   .1202477     1.66   0.098    -.0364619    .4349003
         c12    -1.047812   .2454168    -4.27   0.000     -1.52882   -.5668041
         c11     .8942893   .4215001     2.12   0.034     .0681642    1.720414
         w22     .3786595   .2311892     1.64   0.101     -.074463     .831782
         w12    -.6531672     .66188    -0.99   0.324    -1.950428    .6440939
         w11     .2745077   .4850473     0.57   0.571    -.6761676    1.225183
          b3    -3.720998   2.440219    -1.52   0.127     -8.50374    1.061743
          b2     9.947455   2.606427     3.82   0.000     4.838952    15.05596
          b1    -5.247373   2.469434    -2.12   0.034    -10.08738   -.4073702
          a2    -3.077822   2.046649    -1.50   0.133    -7.089181    .9335374
          a1     4.077822   2.046649     1.99   0.046     .0664626    8.089181
                                                                              
      lnpro4        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro4]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro4]c11 + [lnpro4]c12 + [lnpro4]c21 + [lnpro4]c22 + [lnpro4]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro4]w11 + [lnpro4]w12 + [lnpro4]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro4]a1 + [lnpro4]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  6.8184608                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(18)   =     455.12
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

> onstraints(1,2,3)
> b33 d1 e2 e3 f1 f2 if year==2004, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nolog c
. frontier  lnpro4 a1 a2  b1 b2 b3  w11 w12 w22   c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c23  b23 
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MLE Results of the year 2005 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     .0202637   .4854901                     -.9312794    .9718069
      sigma2     .0381069   .0104674                      .0175913    .0586225
     sigma_u     .0039549   .4812571                      1.0e-106    1.5e+101
     sigma_v     .1951698   .0263226                      .1498341    .2542228
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -11.06562   243.3744    -0.05   0.964    -488.0707    465.9395
    /lnsig2v    -3.267771   .2697407   -12.11   0.000    -3.796453   -2.739089
                                                                              
       _cons       37.532    9.68522     3.88   0.000     18.54932    56.51468
          f2    -.7600137   .0987001    -7.70   0.000    -.9534623   -.5665652
          f1     .1336128   .0418913     3.19   0.001     .0515073    .2157183
          e3     .1413186   .1173974     1.20   0.229     -.088776    .3714132
          e2     .3451313   .1417175     2.44   0.015     .0673701    .6228924
         c23    -1.014404   .3434196    -2.95   0.003    -1.687494   -.3413137
         c13      1.63863   .6125258     2.68   0.007     .4381015    2.839158
         c22    -2.346749   .3144848    -7.46   0.000    -2.963128    -1.73037
         c21     2.165423    .503731     4.30   0.000     1.178129    3.152718
         c12     2.654307   .4621584     5.74   0.000     1.748493    3.560121
         c11    -3.097208   .5946066    -5.21   0.000    -4.262616   -1.931801
         w22    -1.457492   .6176422    -2.36   0.018    -2.668048   -.2469355
         w12    -1.054031   1.456303    -0.72   0.469    -3.908332    1.800269
         w11     2.511523   .9234588     2.72   0.007     .7015774    4.321469
         b33      1.15218   .3339419     3.45   0.001     .4976659    1.806694
         b23     .6092293   .6297289     0.97   0.333    -.6250167    1.843475
         b22     1.474074   .3644921     4.04   0.000     .7596827    2.188466
         b12    -2.621822   .4568641    -5.74   0.000     -3.51726   -1.726385
          b3    -11.07236   3.826128    -2.89   0.004    -18.57143   -3.573285
          b2    -15.51825   3.283884    -4.73   0.000    -21.95454   -9.081953
          b1     14.85588   2.981506     4.98   0.000     9.012232    20.69952
          a2     16.60533   4.101034     4.05   0.000     8.567452    24.64321
          a1    -15.60533   4.101034    -3.81   0.000    -23.64321   -7.567452
                                                                              
      lnpro5        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro5]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro5]c11 + [lnpro5]c12 + [lnpro5]c21 + [lnpro5]c22 + [lnpro5]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro5]w11 + [lnpro5]w12 + [lnpro5]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro5]a1 + [lnpro5]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  6.0164914                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(19)   =     757.21
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

> og constraints(1,2,3)
>  c13 c23 e2  e3 f1 f2  if year==2005, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nol
. frontier  lnpro5 a1 a2 b1 b2 b3  b12 b22 b23 b33 w11 w12 w22  c11 c12 c21 c22
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MLE Results of the year 2006 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     .0124299   .2121151                      -.403308    .4281679
      sigma2      .013294   .0035735                        .00629     .020298
     sigma_u     .0014331     .21061                      1.1e-128    1.8e+122
     sigma_v     .1152908   .0154363                      .0886804    .1498863
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -13.09589   293.9308    -0.04   0.964    -589.1896    562.9978
    /lnsig2v    -4.320595   .2677794   -16.13   0.000    -4.845433   -3.795757
                                                                              
       _cons    -12.02967   3.632337    -3.31   0.001    -19.14892   -4.910422
          f1     .2271572   .0377722     6.01   0.000      .153125    .3011894
          e3    -.1497535   .0410337    -3.65   0.000    -.2301782   -.0693289
          e2    -.2464911   .0702817    -3.51   0.000    -.3842408   -.1087415
          e1     .0053231   .1364992     0.04   0.969    -.2622105    .2728566
          d2    -.0575596   .0199771    -2.88   0.004    -.0967141   -.0184051
         c23    -.2748254   .1252203    -2.19   0.028    -.5202526   -.0293982
         c13     2.008032   .2419938     8.30   0.000     1.533733    2.482331
         c22    -.2616583   .2019027    -1.30   0.195    -.6573804    .1340638
         c21     .0301136   .1475724     0.20   0.838     -.259123    .3193503
         c12     .4701274   .3843115     1.22   0.221    -.2831093    1.223364
         c11    -1.971789   .4195757    -4.70   0.000    -2.794143   -1.149436
         w22    -.0497988   .2035393    -0.24   0.807    -.4487284    .3491308
         w12     1.416658   .5285818     2.68   0.007     .3806569     2.45266
         w11    -1.366859   .3445261    -3.97   0.000    -2.042118   -.6916008
         b33     .4055291   .1979731     2.05   0.041      .017509    .7935492
         b12     1.673657   .4238906     3.95   0.000      .842847    2.504468
          b3    -9.554674   1.317273    -7.25   0.000    -12.13648   -6.972865
          b2    -.6923553   1.987353    -0.35   0.728    -4.587495    3.202784
          b1     10.40669   2.896781     3.59   0.000     4.729105    16.08428
          a2    -3.334099   1.356744    -2.46   0.014    -5.993269   -.6749297
          a1     4.334099   1.356744     3.19   0.001      1.67493    6.993269
                                                                              
      lnpro6        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro6]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro6]c11 + [lnpro6]c12 + [lnpro6]c21 + [lnpro6]c22 + [lnpro6]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro6]w11 + [lnpro6]w12 + [lnpro6]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro6]a1 + [lnpro6]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  20.757387                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(18)   =    2762.12
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

> nstraints(1,2,3)
> 3 d2 e1 e2 e3 f1  if year==2006, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nolog co
. frontier  lnpro6 a1 a2  b1 b2 b3 b12  b33 w11 w12 w22  c11 c12 c21 c22 c13 c2
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 MLE Results of the year 2007 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     .0163871   .3927595                     -.7534073    .7861815
      sigma2     .0121007   .0033562                      .0055226    .0186788
     sigma_u     .0018024   .3901791                      9.7e-188    3.3e+181
     sigma_v     .1099883   .0148789                       .084372     .143382
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -12.63728   432.9574    -0.03   0.977    -861.2182    835.9436
    /lnsig2v    -4.414763   .2705542   -16.32   0.000    -4.945039   -3.884486
                                                                              
       _cons    -5.436996    3.16884    -1.72   0.086    -11.64781    .7738159
          f1    -.0534795   .0979049    -0.55   0.585    -.2453696    .1384105
          e2    -.2369361   .1133481    -2.09   0.037    -.4590942    -.014778
          e1     .5371153   .1481455     3.63   0.000     .2467555    .8274751
          d1    -.0050213    .500964    -0.01   0.992    -.9868928    .9768501
         c23    -.2102193   .1245662    -1.69   0.091    -.4543645    .0339259
         c13    -.1494944   .4064236    -0.37   0.713      -.94607    .6470812
         c22    -.3851697   .3703085    -1.04   0.298    -1.110961    .3406215
         c21     .7070631   .1935212     3.65   0.000     .3277684    1.086358
         c12     .1312301   .5415884     0.24   0.809    -.9302636    1.192724
         c11    -.0934098   .1690311    -0.55   0.581    -.4247046     .237885
         w22    -.5362369   .1064105    -5.04   0.000    -.7447977   -.3276762
         w12     1.506917   .4777998     3.15   0.002     .5704463    2.443387
         w11    -.9706798   .4587266    -2.12   0.034    -1.869768   -.0715921
         b22    -.0029779   .5959228    -0.00   0.996    -1.170965    1.165009
         b12     3.206267   1.270064     2.52   0.012     .7169879    5.695546
         b11    -2.846223   1.170823    -2.43   0.015    -5.140993   -.5514523
          b3     1.003218   2.260824     0.44   0.657    -3.427915    5.434351
          b2       .18334   3.315186     0.06   0.956    -6.314305    6.680985
          b1     -5.69586   2.006084    -2.84   0.005    -9.627713   -1.764007
          a2    -3.733733   1.619865    -2.30   0.021    -6.908609   -.5588569
          a1     4.733733   1.619865     2.92   0.003     1.558857    7.908609
                                                                              
      lnpro7        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro7]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro7]c11 + [lnpro7]c12 + [lnpro7]c21 + [lnpro7]c22 + [lnpro7]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro7]w11 + [lnpro7]w12 + [lnpro7]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro7]a1 + [lnpro7]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  22.075036                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(18)   =    4194.94
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

> constraints(1,2,3)
> c13 c23 d1 e1 e2 f1 if year==2007, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nolog 
. frontier  lnpro7 a1 a2  b1 b2 b3  b11 b12 b22 w11 w12 w22    c11 c12 c21 c22 
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MLE Results of the year 2008 

 

                                                                              
      lambda     9207.619   .0079238                      9207.603    9207.635
      sigma2     .0035144   .0009396                      .0016728    .0053561
     sigma_u     .0592827   .0079251                       .045618    .0770406
     sigma_v     6.44e-06   .0000818                      1.00e-16    414542.3
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -5.650875   .2673674   -21.14   0.000    -6.174906   -5.126845
    /lnsig2v    -23.90645   25.39654    -0.94   0.347    -73.68276    25.86986
                                                                              
       _cons    -13.90366   1.582394    -8.79   0.000     -17.0051   -10.80223
          f2     .0872978   .0158046     5.52   0.000     .0563214    .1182741
          f1     .0415203   .0105621     3.93   0.000      .020819    .0622215
          e3     .2837711   .0309425     9.17   0.000      .223125    .3444173
          e2    -.0029996   .0741477    -0.04   0.968    -.1483264    .1423272
          e1    -.3945477   .1199249    -3.29   0.001    -.6295962   -.1594991
         c23     -.004932   .0707788    -0.07   0.944    -.1436559    .1337919
         c13     .9061025   .0599832    15.11   0.000     .7885376    1.023667
         c22     .3456338   .1392447     2.48   0.013     .0727192    .6185485
         c21    -.5500766   .2051222    -2.68   0.007    -.9521088   -.1480444
         c12    -.2379477   .1394673    -1.71   0.088    -.5112987    .0354033
         c11    -.4587799   .1312562    -3.50   0.000    -.7160374   -.2015225
         w22     .0110173   .0328957     0.33   0.738     -.053457    .0754916
         w12      .995453   .1034092     9.63   0.000     .7927747    1.198131
         w11     -1.00647   .0990607   -10.16   0.000    -1.200626   -.8123149
         b33     -.251869   .0620031    -4.06   0.000    -.3733929   -.1303451
         b23    -.1677919   .2012071    -0.83   0.404    -.5621505    .2265667
         b12    -.4416246   .7091058    -0.62   0.533    -1.831446    .9481971
         b11      1.23459   .5806612     2.13   0.033     .0965149    2.372665
          b3    -9.584039   .8858543   -10.82   0.000    -11.32028   -7.847796
          b2      .904111          .        .       .            .           .
          b1     8.538332   1.141766     7.48   0.000     6.300512    10.77615
          a2    -4.050092   .4449799    -9.10   0.000    -4.922236   -3.177947
          a1     5.050092   .4449799    11.35   0.000     4.177947    5.922236
                                                                              
      lnpro8        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro8]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro8]c11 + [lnpro8]c12 + [lnpro8]c21 + [lnpro8]c22 + [lnpro8]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro8]w11 + [lnpro8]w12 + [lnpro8]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro8]a1 + [lnpro8]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =   58.79399                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(19)   =   1.12e+08
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

convergence not achieved
> log constraints(1,2,3)
>  c13 c23 e1 e2 e3 f1 f2 if year==2008, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) no
. frontier  lnpro8 a1 a2  b1 b2 b3 b11 b12 b23 b33 w11 w12 w22  c11 c12 c21 c22
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MLE Results of the year 2009 

 

                                                                              
      lambda      .027254   .3368908                     -.6330398    .6875477
      sigma2     .0195691   .0054727                      .0088428    .0302953
     sigma_u     .0038111   .3330845                      1.54e-77    9.42e+71
     sigma_v     .1398376   .0189784                      .1071768    .1824513
                                                                              
    /lnsig2u    -11.13966   174.7957    -0.06   0.949     -353.733    331.4536
    /lnsig2v    -3.934548   .2714355   -14.50   0.000    -4.466551   -3.402544
                                                                              
       _cons    -8.491329   .9569545    -8.87   0.000    -10.36693   -6.615733
          d2     .0098224   .0023854     4.12   0.000      .005147    .0144978
         c23      .016768   .1100134     0.15   0.879    -.1988543    .2323902
         c13     .7054748   .2034033     3.47   0.001     .3068117    1.104138
         c22     .0274212   .0986949     0.28   0.781    -.1660174    .2208597
         c21      .426898   .1330656     3.21   0.001     .1660942    .6877017
         c12    -1.474983   .3389192    -4.35   0.000    -2.139252   -.8107131
         c11     .2984207    .372726     0.80   0.423    -.4321088     1.02895
         w22     .0123632   .0666833     0.19   0.853    -.1183337    .1430601
         w12     .6959993   .1593687     4.37   0.000     .3836424    1.008356
         w11    -.7083625   .1138504    -6.22   0.000    -.9315051   -.4852198
         b22    -2.590459   .6350335    -4.08   0.000    -3.835102   -1.345816
         b13       .11753   .2457951     0.48   0.633    -.3642195    .5992795
         b12      2.33645    .688595     3.39   0.001     .9868284    3.686071
          b3    -5.399729   1.266672    -4.26   0.000    -7.882362   -2.917097
          b2     10.40548   2.450702     4.25   0.000     5.602189    15.20877
          b1    -3.301973   2.653429    -1.24   0.213    -8.502598    1.898652
          a2    -3.014865   .5045979    -5.97   0.000    -4.003858   -2.025871
          a1     4.014865   .5045979     7.96   0.000     3.025871    5.003858
                                                                              
      lnpro9        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              
       [lnpro9]c23 = 0
 ( 3)  [lnpro9]c11 + [lnpro9]c12 + [lnpro9]c21 + [lnpro9]c22 + [lnpro9]c13 +
 ( 2)  [lnpro9]w11 + [lnpro9]w12 + [lnpro9]w22 = 0
 ( 1)  [lnpro9]a1 + [lnpro9]a2 = 1

Log likelihood =  15.349554                       Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                                                  Wald chi2(15)   =    2212.75
Stoc. frontier normal/half-normal model           Number of obs   =         28

> s(1,2,3)
> 13 c23 d2 if year==2009, iterate(1000) distribution(hnormal) nolog constraint
. frontier  lnpro9 a1 a2  b1 b2 b3  b12  b13 b22 w11 w12 w22  c11 c12 c21 c22 c
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APPENDIX II: The Profit Efficiency Scores of the Analyzed 28 

Banks in 2002-2009 (%) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BANK 

CODE 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

1 0.30 0.83 0.88 0.88 0.97 1.00 0.82 0.96 

2 0.72 0.83 1.00 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.71 0.84 

3 0.45 0.82 0.72 0.93 0.87 0.93 0.78 0.92 

4 0.79 0.85 0.70 0.98 0.78 0.60 0.72 0.89 

5 0.64 0.83 0.60 0.92 0.83 0.80 0.75 0.88 

6 0.74 0.84 0.62 0.81 0.77 0.87 0.74 0.88 

7 0.57 0.81 0.75 0.10 0.88 0.77 0.73 0.83 

8 0.80 0.86 0.62 1.00 1.00 0.82 0.69 0.92 

9 0.54 0.82 0.74 0.89 0.85 0.69 0.66 0.87 

10 0.60 0.82 0.84 0.77 0.87 0.75 0.71 0.87 

11 0.28 0.85 0.75 0.89 0.79 0.71 0.73 0.75 

12 0.53 0.85 0.61 0.89 0.86 0.66 0.75 0.81 

13 0.26 0.85 0.76 0.93 0.85 0.75 0.71 0.83 

14 0.90 0.82 0.63 0.88 0.82 0.93 0.78 0.76 

15 0.76 0.84 0.75 0.81 0.82 0.64 0.72 0.84 

16 1.00 0.81 0.72 0.88 0.80 0.61 0.66 0.90 

17 0.78 0.83 0.60 0.80 0.68 0.49 0.63 0.70 

18 0.31 0.82 0.58 0.88 0.75 0.36 0.68 0.79 

19 0.38 0.83 0.63 1.00 0.62 0.36 0.66 0.67 

20 0.71 0.85 0.80 0.90 0.89 0.87 0.69 0.82 

21 0.46 0.83 0.67 0.85 0.73 0.43 0.61 0.84 

22 0.01 0.00 0.24 0.86 0.07 0.02 0.63 0.62 

23 0.13 0.84 0.70 0.93 0.92 0.90 0.72 0.82 

24 0.19 0.82 0.66 0.90 0.73 0.58 0.74 0.98 

25 0.34 0.83 0.63 0.87 0.70 0.84 1.00 1.00 

26 0.12 0.87 0.61 0.92 0.58 0.31 0.00 0.09 

27 0.88 1.00 0.75 0.88 0.74 0.71 0.76 0.86 

28 0.25 0.92 0.58 0.86 0.68 0.44 0.65 0.80 

average 0.52 0.81 0.68 0.86 0.78 0.67 0.70 0.81 
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APPENDIX III: Tez Fotokopisi İzin Formu 

Fen Bilimleri Enstitüsü  

Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü    

Uygulamalı Matematik Enstitüsü     

Enformatik Enstitüsü 

Deniz Bilimleri Enstitüsü       
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